6  Reconceptualization, Reinterpretation, and Typology

Our aim to establish harmony of laws can be seen as attainable if the colliding substantive laws are in a closer relationship, if their material fundaments consonantly point in the same direction. It will then be possible to identify a conflicts norm with a simple rule of attachment which, in all of the different legal orders, . . . can (not must!) be accepted, since none of these regimes must thereby sacrifice material substantive law interests in favor of certainty in choice of law. If this uniform conflicts norm is of a plausible expediency, of a convincing power, it will achieve regular international practice; over time, then, it may develop into a public international law standard.

Author’s translation from Franz Kahn, Über Inhalt, Natur und Methode des internationalen Privatrechts, 40 JherJB 1, 76 (1898)

Introduction

As Franz Kahn explained in 1898—and this still holds true for modern choice of law and conflicts law—the “material fundaments” of substantive laws must point in the same direction in order to make the promulgation of uniform conflicts rules a theoretically imaginable option.¹ Only if the underlying substantive law policies concordantly allow for and indicate a certain structure of conflicts resolution will a uniform system be acceptable and ultimately be successful as a rule of the “harmonious” choice of law that had been prophesied by Friedrich Carl von Savigny fifty years earlier. Indeed, both icons’ wisdom is fundamentally reflected in modern choice-of-law theory and its so-called functional method. Functionality actually lies at the crossroads of two disciplines—it is the ultimate connex between choice of law, or conflicts law, and comparative law.² My analysis in the foregoing chapters laid the foundation for such a

¹ See citation supra.
² See, e.g., Jan Kropholler, Internationales Privatrecht—einschließlich der Grundbegriffe des Internationalen Zivilverfahrensrechts § 17 (6th edn., 2006) for choice of law; further also for comparative law, see Konrad Zweigert & Hein Kötz, An Introduction to Comparative Law § 3 II (3rd edn., 1998) (“The basic methodological principle of all comparative law is that of functionality.”).
functional approach. The earlier chapters revealed the history and status quo of doctrine in the United States and Europe: ever since Steele, US law has adhered to commercial effects as the indicator of Lanham Act subject-matter analysis. The German Bundesgerichtshof, by contrast, has only recently begun to refer to a similar paradigm of commercial effects, as demonstrated in HOTEL MARITIME. Finally, in European unfair competition choice of law, the marketplace effects rule has found its way into the Rome II Regulation. With respect to choice-of-law and conflicts law structure, therefore, the issue no longer seems to be whether a test of “commercial effects” or “marketplace effects” can be accepted as such. On the contrary, the instrument is virtually universally acknowledged. Yet a number of questions still await answers—these answers must be based on a functional analysis of the fields in both substantive law and choice of law. The comparative inquiry in the preceding two chapters provided the necessary groundwork. Comparing the different common law and civil law phenotypes of substantive law doctrine and of different variants of trademark protection and unfair competition prevention unveils a fundamental convergence of policies. At least with respect to the core policies in both trademark and unfair competition law, it can be said that—so to speak—a common genotype of trademark and unfair competition policies exists. Virtually everywhere, consumer decision making is acknowledged as the most essential element of the market mechanism. Protection of the information infrastructure thereby provides the architecture of a functioning system of free competition. This is the quintessence of a free and unmanipulated evolution of competition as a dynamic process of marketplace transacting. On the basis of these structural similarities across different jurisdictions’ systems, I will use this chapter to reconceptualize choice of law and conflicts law and present a practical guideline for implementing the results of my historical-comparative, theoretical, and doctrinal inquiry. I will begin by outlining the essential structure of choice of law in international trademark and unfair competition disputes (see infra p. 492 et seq.). On this basis, I will attempt to suggest some modest correctives and an according reformulation of the current rules in US and European law (see infra p. 521 et seq.). Finally, I will promulgate a typology of typical cross-border conflicts scenarios and thereby illustrate the reconceptualized conflicts resolution structure “in action” (see infra p. 548 et seq.).

Section 1 The New Conflicts Resolution Structure

The first issue of reconstruction, as we have seen, concerns the traditional dichotomy between trademark conflicts and unfair competition choice of
law. In light of the two fields’ common core of policies aimed at protecting market information infrastructure, a jettisoning of the formal distinction is needed. Extending the view to this virtually universal functional architecture unveiled in chapter 4 further suggests the need to overcome the traditional fixation on conduct that still governs in European civil law doctrine in particular. But the pendulum must not swing too far into the domain of effects testing—notably not toward the US doctrine of an over-extensively vague understanding of “commercial effects.” Therefore, the effects test must be transformed into a uniform system of protecting consumer decision making—this implies a new qualitative standard for determining effects relevance. In addition, we also need a metric for determining minimum effects quantity. Civil law doctrine calls it a de minimis limitation, while US law deals with the issue in light of the Bulova test, mostly with respect to the aim of avoiding “conflicts with foreign law.” This aspect requires drawing on what we have learned with respect to the doctrine of international comity.

I Trademark/Unfair Competition Uniformity: Core Policies

The previous chapters’ findings on substantive law policy indicate that the existing divergence between the two approaches to trademark and unfair competition conflicts must be overcome. Above all, both sectors’ core policies are homogeneous. Trademark protection and unfair competition prevention are the normative backbone of market information infrastructure. This implies that the uniform basis of conflicts attachment is marketplace effects—more concretely, effects on market information that are relevant for the consumer’s decision making.

Of course, black letter law in Europe has formally consolidated a dichotomy via articles 6 and 8 of the Rome II Regulation. But this does not preclude a uniform and homogeneous approach. Given the common core of trademark and unfair competition policies, conflicts resolution techniques will be structurally identical and yield consistent results if founded on a consolidated marketplace effects approach. In US trademark law, although the effects test seems to govern both trademark and unfair competition conflicts doctrine, a reconceptualization must be reconciled with the actual practice of subject-matter jurisdiction. The Steele doctrine constitutes a unilateral and quasi statutist rule. US courts, when confronted with an international dispute, will determine whether federal trademark law applies and, in doing so, will conflate subject-matter jurisdiction and choice of law.

3 See supra p. 325 et seq.
into one test.\textsuperscript{4} Here, too, a consolidated marketplace or effects test can and should be integrated into existing structures.\textsuperscript{5}

Such an implementation of the effects test into trademark and unfair competition conflicts law requires a foundation on a uniform effects-based \textit{lex loci protectionis} rule. This rule still allows for a multilateral determination of the applicable law or laws. It is actually a choice-of-law technique in the sense initially proposed by Friedrich Carl von Savigny. In practice, a plaintiff must plead and specify the regime for resolution of the conflict at issue.\textsuperscript{6} She will thus reasonably tailor her pleading to the jurisdiction(s) where a right exists or where a violation of unfair competition rules has occurred or is about to occur; this concerns all locations where marketplace effects have already occurred or may occur in the future.

\section{Quality of Effects: A Rule of Alternatives}

My analysis of substantive law has revealed that the protection of trademark rights, like the prevention of unfair competition at its core, is a question of market information regulation. Consumers’ minds determine the extension of rights and the issue of competitive fairness. The analysis, therefore, must take into account effects on the transmission of information, on the consumer’s decision-making process, and on her transacting.\textsuperscript{7}

Under such a functionally qualified effects test, the point of attachment—that is, the locale of relevant effects’ occurrence—must be found in the last stage of the consumer’s decision making. This last stage of transacting is the focal point of the decision-making process.

In many cases, the point of attachment under such a perspective can be determined according to the consumer’s actual point of transacting. Quite often, this is the point of sale. Yet the multiangular structure of

\textsuperscript{4} For the similar approach in international antitrust cases, see Hannah L. Buxbaum & Ralf Michaels, \textit{Jurisdiction and Choice of Law in International Antitrust Law—A US Perspective}, 225, 227, in \textit{International Antitrust Litigation: Conflict of Laws and Coordination} (Jürgen Basedow et al. eds., 2012); see also Friedrich K. Juenger, \textit{Constitutional Control of Extraterritoriality?: A Comment on Professor Brilmayer’s Appraisal}, 50 Law & Contemp. Probs. 39, 45 (1987).

\textsuperscript{5} See infra p. 521 et seq.


\textsuperscript{7} See supra p. 287 et seq.
market competition requires more precision. This is due to the fact that trademark infringement, as unfairly competitive conduct, not only causes an actually or potentially improper transaction (between consumer and trademark infringer or competitor-violator) but also always causes the consumer to forego an alternative transaction—with the trademark owner or one of the competitors that was striving toward the transaction.\(^8\) It is the locale of these alternative transactions that represents the extension of the respective market and the place(s) where actual or potential competition existed.\(^9\) The point of sale can only then serve as a (but need not necessarily be the only) point of attachment if the consumer had at least one alternative to transact there. More generally, however, the localization of relevant effects requires considering more than one locale of unimplemented alternative transactions. The question is, Where did the alternatives to the actual transaction exist, or—if the consumer actually forwent a transaction—where could a transaction have been made absent the infringer’s or competitor-violator’s interference? In this way, it is also clear that the point of attachment is not necessarily the alleged infringer’s place of conduct (\textit{Werbemarkt}) or the place of impact (\textit{Einwirkungsort}). Nor is it the place where potentially ubiquitous “commercial effects” may occur (\textit{Auswirkungsort}). My typology of conflicts attachment presented in the last section of this chapter will clarify many practical questions in this regard.\(^10\) For the moment, an example from Austria shall serve as an illustration of the basic principle.

In 1986, the Circuit Court of Innsbruck decided on a case in which a German airline company had advertised its services (flights from the United States to Austria) to US customers by offering free ski rental in Austria for each flight ticket purchased.\(^11\) The court applied Austrian law, arguing that the Austrian market for ski rentals had been affected by the defendant’s US marketing. It thereby did not apply the rule of the advertising market, instead undertaking a result-oriented analysis. The collision of interests, the court explained, was to be found in the Austrian

\(^8\) See supra p. 285 et seq.


\(^10\) See infra p. 548 et seq.

market for ski equipment and rentals.12 This approach would arguably be questionable under current European choice of law. After all, “interests” existed in both the United States (i.e., consumers and competitor airlines) and Austria (i.e., consumers, competitor airlines, and ski-rental providers). Under the marketplace effects rule in unfair competition conflicts, notably under the Gran Canaria doctrine relying on the advertising market, US law rather than Austrian law should have been applied.13 And a transfer of the antitrust conflicts rule to unfair competition choice of law, considering largely unqualified effects in both markets, might have even called for an application of both American and Austrian law.14

Quite differently, avoiding the vagaries of interest analysis and unqualified effects testing, looking for the consumer’s decision making and the alternatives to her actual transaction allows the inquiry to be reduced to the core aspect of a market economy: the consumer must be able to freely decide how, when, and where to transact. Under a functional perspective, depending on the product at issue, the outcome may differ. If flights to Europe (or Austria) are at issue, alternative transactions existed only in the United States. Looking at ski-rental services provided for alternatives in Austria alone.15 Yet even though the ultimate detriment may have occurred in the Austrian market for ski-rental services, these effects were irrelevant with respect to consumers’ decision making. What was at issue in the defendant’s advertising campaign was the sale of flights to Europe. In this regard, the search for alternative transactions should have led to an application of American law. At best, therefore, the case could have been understood as a scenario of unfair competition by breach of a statutory norm in Austrian law. This, however, as we will see in more detail later, is not a question of “marketplace” effects.16 The court’s decision to apply Austrian law may have been ultimately correct with regard to the breach of a statutory duty in Austria—but its analysis was beside the point when based on “effects” on the Austrian market for ski-rental services.

Finally, with respect to cross-border trademark infringements, further clarification is indicated: it is important to notice that giving regard to territorial effects under a rule of alternative transactions does not

12 See also Karl-Heinz Fezer & Stefan Koos, in Staudinger’s Kommentar zum Bürgerlichen Gesetzbuch: Internationales Wirtschaftsrecht, Internationales Wettbewerbsprivatrecht para. 499 (15th edn., 2010).
13 See supra p. 203 et seq. and infra p. 539 et seq.
14 See supra p. 220 et seq.
15 This requires assuming that American tourists would not rent their ski equipment in the United States. Considering the cost of transportation, it is quite safe to say that competition did not exist in the United States.
16 See infra p. 565–566.
“extend” domestic trademark rights. To correct this misunderstanding, we must distinguish between the protection of domestic (or territorial) goodwill and the protection of foreign-based (or extraterritorial) goodwill. The former concerns effects that occur within the national territory, no matter whether they have been caused by conduct inside or outside. One example is confusion of the forum’s consumers. Even if the conduct occurs abroad (e.g., through the upload of confusing information to a foreign website), the effect still materializes territorially. Conduct may have occurred abroad, but regulation and rights protection are domestic. Foreign-based goodwill, by contrast, will be protected if the effects that are regulated occur beyond the national territory. In this case, one could actually speak of an extraterritorial “extension” of rights. This is the case if foreign-based consumers’ confusion is prevented by the application of domestic law. The national regime will then address the impact on foreign markets in the sense of protecting goodwill and rights abroad.

III Quantity of Effects: Jurisdictional Self-Restraint

Virtually all suggestions for choice of law in both trademark and unfair competition disputes that have been brought forward in the form of an effects test or a marketplace principle require a limitation: *de minimis* effects must be found within a state’s territory (or its market) in order to apply the respective state’s law. The precise demarcations of such a *de minimis* test, however, are far from clear. This is due to the fact that the unqualified reference to minimum effects unduly intermingles several factors that must be kept apart. First, many suggestions still rely on nominal or intent-based standards to determine minimum effects. But we have already seen that actual numbers, as well as an alleged infringer’s state of mind, must be disregarded in a system of market information regulation determined by modern trademark and unfair competition laws. In addition (and this has yet to be subjected to a structured analysis), a well-balanced marketplace effects test requires an additional


18 As illustrated in the historical-comparative analysis, US courts have and still do adhere to such a paradigm. See supra p. 164 et seq.

19 See supra p. 209 et seq.

20 See supra p. 214 et seq.
threshold below which effects—even if qualified and foreseeable—will not be deemed sufficient to trigger the application of the territorial regime. Unlike current theory and practice, the description of such a threshold requires a comity-based \textit{de minimis} analysis in the interest of avoiding both over- and underregulation.

\textbf{A} \textbf{A Word in Advance: Practical Relativity}

Multistate infringements and the application of potentially innumerable national regimes to cross-border marketing activity appear to be a serious practical concern. The situation does not require extensive explanation: a website may be accessed from virtually anywhere on the planet—accordingly, an infringement of trademark rights or a violation of unfair competition laws may occur everywhere. Prior to the internet, similar problems existed with newspaper, radio, and television marketing activities. In all of these cases, the collision-of-interests approach could lead to a cumulative application of different national laws. In general, injunctive relief and damages will then be territorially segmented. Each jurisdiction will govern only those claims related to its national territory.\footnote{For the so-called mosaic approach, see, e.g., OGH 2012 GRUR Int. 468, 474—Rohrprodukte (20 September 2011); see also Michael Kort, \textit{Zur „multistate“-Problematisierung grenzüberschreitender Fernsehwerbung}, 1994 GRUR Int. 594, 599–600; Nina Dethloff, \textit{Europäisierung des Wettbewerbsrechts—Einfluss des europäischen Rechts auf das Sach- und Kollisionsrecht des unlauteren Wettbewerbs} 122 et seq. (2001); Rainer Hausmann & Eva Inés Obergfell, in \textit{Lauterkeitsrecht: Kommentar zum Gesetz gegen den unlauteren Wettbewerb (UWG)}, vol. I, Einleitung I para. 286 et seq. (Karl-Heinz Fezer ed., 2nd edn., 2010).}

The issue is less critical with regard to damages and compensation claims, where determining the relevant jurisdiction is largely a practical problem of computation and proof. But injunctive relief can be problematic. The concurrent application of numerous legal regimes, as is usually warned, could create serious problems if the marketing activity or method at issue is indivisible. In such cases, it will ultimately be the strictest law that governs the whole case, usually leading to a complete prohibition of the activities at issue.\footnote{See, e.g., OGH 2012 GRUR Int. 468, 474—Rohrprodukte (20 September 2011); see also Christoph Brömmelmeyer, \textit{Internetwettbewerbsrecht}, Das Recht der Ubiquität—Das Recht der Domain Names—Das Recht der kommerziellen Kommunikation} 108 et seq. (2007); Rainer Hausmann & Eva Inés Obergfell, in \textit{Lauterkeitsrecht: Kommentar zum Gesetz gegen den unlauteren Wettbewerb (UWG)}, vol. I, Einleitung I para. 300 (Karl-Heinz Fezer ed., 2nd edn., 2010); Jochen Glöckner, in \textit{Gesetz gegen den unlauteren Wettbewerb (UWG)}, UWG Einl C para. 154 (Henning Harte-Bavendamm & Frauke Henning-Bodewig eds., 3rd edn., 2013). Suggest...
number of clarifications are necessary. First, it must be noted that any judicial self-limitation with respect to the applicable law is an issue of substantive law doctrine rather than a rule of choice of law. The question is inseparably connected to local lawmakers’ interest in regulating market communication.\textsuperscript{25} Moreover, before developing a rule for judicial self-restraint, we must take a closer look at the circumstances of transnational and cross-border competition. This reveals that the situation is far less dramatic than is sometimes explained. Most fundamentally, as Jack L. Goldsmith points out in his provocative critique of cyberenthusiast suggestions on internet self-regulation, it is questionable whether the right to economic activity should be granted “without borders.” Many proponents of practicality approaches assume that right owners’ activities in foreign markets should always be supported by beneficial regulatory circumstances. Under this rather parochial perspective, foreign policies seem only to stand in the way of unlimited international transacting. Looking beyond the false front of free-market demands, however, reveals that foreign regulation is a logical obstacle. If cross-border activity extends marketplaces, the application of foreign laws’ limitations is attached to these new domains, just as are all other market parameters that determine the costs of a commercial venture. There is no reason to expect cross-border activities to receive special treatment with regard to regulatory circumstances.\textsuperscript{26}

\textsuperscript{25} See, e.g., article 3:602 CLIP Principles and Preamble, WIPO, Standing Committee on the Law of Trademarks, Industrial Designs and Geographical Indications, SCT/5/2 (21 June 2000), 5 and id. at 8 (notes on section 2) (“The provision is only intended to deal with the question of whether use of a sign on the Internet can be deemed to have taken place in a particular Member State. The legal effects of such use in that Member State would have to be determined under the applicable law.”). Correspondingly, HOTEL MARITIME has been interpreted as having established a substantive rule of de minimis effects. See supra p. 71 et seq., and also, e.g., Severin Löffler, Werbung im Cyberspace—Eine kollisionsrechtliche Betrachtung, 2001 WRP 379, 383; Annette Kur, Trademark Conflicts on the Internet: Territoriality Redefined?, 175, 182–183, in Intellectual Property in the Conflict of Laws (Jürgen Basedow et al. eds., 2005); Axel Metzger, Applicable Law under the CLIP Principles: A Pragmatic Revaluation of Territoriality, 157, 173, in Intellectual Property in the Global Arena—Jurisdiction, Applicable Law, and the Recognition of Judgments in Europe, Japan and the US (Jürgen Basedow et al. eds., 2010); Ansar Ohly, in Ansar Ohly & Olaf Sosnitza, Gesetz gegen den unlauteren Wettbewerb mit Preisangabenverordnung (UWG) Einf B para. 26 (6th edn., 2014); but see James J. Fawcett & Paul Torremans, Intellectual Property and Private International Law para. 15.49 (2nd edn., 2011); Andreas Höder, Die kollisionsrechtliche Behandlung untieferbarer Multistate-Verstöße—Das Internationale Wettbewerbsrecht im Spannungsfeld von Markort-, Auswirkungs- und Herkunftslandprinzip 46–49 (2002); Peter Mankowski, in Münchener Kommentar zum Lauterkeitsrecht, vol. I, IntWettbR para. 212 (Peter W. Heermann et al. eds., 2nd edn., 2014).

\textsuperscript{26} Jack L. Goldsmith, Against Cyberanarchy, 65 U. Chi. L. Rev. 1199, 1220 et seq., 1244 (1998); Jack L. Goldsmith, The Internet and the Abiding Significance of Territorial Sovereignty, 5 Ind. J. Global Legal Stud. 475, 485 (1998); see also (on unfair competition...
In addition, warnings about legal uncertainty concerning the applicable law(s) and the risks for domestic entities involved in international economic activities are often exaggerated. We have already seen why and how enforcement capacities are limited in the international arena.\textsuperscript{27} If individuals or entities have no local presence or assets within a certain jurisdiction, that state’s regime is seldom enforceable.\textsuperscript{28} An individual’s expectation of conflict with foreign law is thus often more an issue of assessing the risk of being successfully haled into court (which is unlikely) than a question of whether the foreign law will actually prohibit the conduct at issue (which does not matter absent a realistic threat of litigation). A risk of litigation exists only where ties to the jurisdiction are sufficient. In other words, the more an activity is focused on a certain market, the less we should balk if the relevant legal regime is found applicable to the individual’s conduct.

In this regard, one more aspect is important: with respect to the oft-enunciated risk of having the strictest law applied to instances of “indivisible” marketing activity, the conundrum has evolved into a pseudo problem for many relevant scenarios, particularly in the online environment. The issue is usually debated with an eye on cases of internet advertising. Yet the technical possibilities for segmenting and stratifying online activities have been significantly enhanced since the creation of the internet. As Jack Goldsmith explained in 1998 already, cyberspace is anything but “borderless,” and territorial segmentation is possible.\textsuperscript{29} Apart from geolocation techniques, which have significantly enhanced over time,\textsuperscript{30} content providers have the option of conditioning access to their websites on the users’ presentation of information. Considering the progress made in the technical control of information flow, it is no longer impossible to reterritorialize online activity on a geographical basis.

\textsuperscript{27} See supra p. 480 et seq.

\textsuperscript{28} See, e.g., James Boyle, \textit{Foucault in Cyberspace: Surveillance, Sovereignty, and Hardwired Censors}, 66 U. Cin. L. Rev. 177, 179 (1997) ("If the king’s writ reaches only as far as the king’s sword, then much of the content on the Internet might be presumed to be free from the regulation of any particular sovereign.").


Effects within foreign territories can be avoided much more than used to be the case.\footnote{With respect to the alleged risk of a circumvention of geolocation technique, the question is whether a content provider should be held responsible for individual users’ activities. Unless the content provider actively solicits or expects such circumvention, this is highly questionable. See also Karl-Heinz Fezer & Stefan Koos, in \textit{Staudingers Kommentar zum B"urgerlichen Gesetzbuch: Internationales Wirtschaftsrecht}, Internationales Immateriali"ugterprivatrecht para. 945, 1155–1156 (15th edn., 2010); Thomas N"agele & Sven Jacobs, \textit{Rechtsfragen des Cloud Computing}, 2010 ZUM 281, 285 n. 54.}{31}

In this light, we no longer face the tremendous problem of spillover effects (if we ever did). With regard to the volume of litigation, contrary to what has been prophesied, the number of international and multistate conflicts has not exploded during recent decades. In any case, a less hurried look at the costs and opportunities of international marketing reveals that a certain degree of concurrent regulation and regime overlap is not a phenomenon that must be avoided at any cost. Indeed, many scenarios cannot and need not be withdrawn from the reach of multiple concurrent laws. Rather than completely avoiding conflicts, therefore, the challenge for a modern conception of choice of law is to provide for rules of minimum conflict.

\section*{B \hspace{5 pt} Objective Foreseeability}

One early example of a \textit{de minimis} principle is the Institut de Droit International’s suggestion in its 1983 Conflict-of-laws Rules on Unfair Competition, which require applying the law of the state where effects occurred that “could reasonably have been expected.”\footnote{See Willis L. M. Reese & Frank Vischer (rapps.), \textit{The Conflict-of-laws Rules on Unfair Competition}, article II para. 1 (Institut de Droit International, Session of Cambridge, 1983) (“Where injury is caused to a competitor’s business in a particular market by conduct which could reasonably have been expected to have that effect, the internal law of the State in which that market is situated should apply to determine the rights and liabilities of the parties, whether such conduct occurs in that State or in some other State or States.”).}{32} The institute did not elaborate further on the structural foundations of this factor. It described foreseeability by reference to the “injury to the competitor’s business.” This was still rather individual–competitor focused than truly policy oriented.\footnote{For this approach, see \textit{supra} p. 64 \textit{et seq.}, and p. 203 \textit{et seq.}}{33} Notwithstanding this narrow perspective, its choice of terminology illustrates a central aspect of quantitative analysis: \textit{de minimis} limitation is a question of reasonable party expectations—more concretely—of foreseeable effects.

\subsection*{1 \hspace{5 pt} Party Expectations and the International Private Law Order}

A requirement of foreseeability reflects the limitations of human cognition. In legal analysis, this mostly concerns the facts of a case. We may, for
instance, ask, Could the defendant have foreseen or expected the plaintiff’s injuries? Yet foreseeability is about more than the factual realities. The background regime of legal norms also plays an important part of the reference frame for expectations to materialize. In fact, the direct correlation between our normative environment and our expectations ultimately underlies any conception of conduct-regulating legal policies. The order of private law forms the basis on which the individual can conduct her activities, guided by reasonable expectations of the rules that apply to this conduct. Conversely, this means that commercial activity in particular cannot be conceived of as being devoid of at least rudimentary expectations that norms of just conduct must be complied with. Expectations are no less important when it comes to activities touching on the international sphere. In fact, territoriality must generally be taken as axiomatic for conflicts law purposes. This axiom particularly concerns choice of law with respect to regulatory norms. There, it is the individual parties’ territorial connex to the regulating state that determines the actual choice of law. Such a connection—in other words, submission of private individuals to the application of a certain regime—can be found in either the individual’s consent to submission or in her receiving of benefits upon contact with a state. Both aspects are reflected in the factors “presence within” or “doing business in” a territory. They are necessarily founded on the knowledge and acknowledgment of the possibility that the state’s legal regime might apply. This aspect actually reflects a larger shift in modern private international law: from an initial focus on single jurisdictions and laws, private international law has turned into the internal private law of socioeconomic transacting in a multijurisdictional world. More concretely, this means that with the growth of transnational activity, in addition to domestic law, legal norms of foreign origin may also constitute a part of the framework that shapes private individuals’ activities. Necessarily, therefore, with respect to conduct that may touch on interests beyond the national border, individual expectations will

35 With particular reference to competition, see id. at 102.
37 Id. at 1303 et seq., 1308. See also David F. Cavers, The Choice-of-Law Process 139 et seq. (1965).
comprise not just domestic law but also limitations under possibly many foreign legal regimes.\textsuperscript{39}

In this regard, one more aspect is important, though often neglected: parties’ expectations must be assessed objectively. Foreseeability in choice-of-law doctrine is often still understood as depending on subjective perspectives. Legal certainty also appears to be founded on a consideration of individual expectations.\textsuperscript{40} This may be a remnant of the Savignian era, where private law and choice of law were conceived of as systems of apolitical norms for national and international community members’ self-determination.\textsuperscript{41} The picture changes, however, if norm conflicts are seen in light of the underlying regulatory purposes and if one acknowledges that international private law has increasingly come to serve as an order for international socioeconomic transacting.\textsuperscript{42} Of course, an individual will act in accordance with her subjective expectations. The overall order, as a system of limiting all private individuals’ freedom, however, will not ask for the single individual’s state of mind. Rules of conduct are objectivized by definition. With regard to competition-related activities covered by trademark and unfair competition law, this concept of objectivity reflects an essential economic logic: the extension of a market not only provides opportunities to increase profits but also implies costs. One facet of these costs is compliance with foreign laws. Hence, whatever can be foreseen as an opportunity abroad should also be foreseen as being attached to a corresponding set of limitations. Accordingly, it is the foreseeability of foreign-based effects that implies the application of foreign law regulating these effects.\textsuperscript{43}


\textsuperscript{41} See supra p. 402 et seq.


\textsuperscript{43} Foreseeability is also to be regarded in personal jurisdiction analysis. See, e.g., \textit{Zippo Mfg. Co. v. Zippo Dot Com, Inc.}, 952 F.Supp 1119, 1123 (W.D. Pa. 1997); \textit{World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson}, 444 U.S. 286, 297 (1980); for Europe, \textit{e.g., Wintersteiger, C-523/10, para. 23 et seq.} (19 April 2012), \textit{[2012] E.T.M.R. 31} (for trademark infringements); \textit{eDate Advertising and Others, C-509/09} and \textit{C-161/10, para. 37 et seq.} (25
Regarding the subject matter of protection, as we have seen, the analysis must be founded on a policy of protecting consumer decision making. The ultimate stage of the consumer’s decision should be protected from manipulation. The point(s) of attachment will thus be determined according to where alternatives to the transaction (or nontransaction) exist. The analysis to be undertaken must be conducted from a dual perspective. First, it has to determine the relevant product market. Second, it must consider the specific instance of marketing.

With respect to a market’s geographical scope, the globalization of commerce and trade has dissolved former boundaries between “national” marketplaces. Looking at a product market requires giving regard to the bulk of factors discussed in my summary of scholarship on the issue. Even though a marketing medium may be unlimited in its reach, the product at issue can still be geographically (and, at the same time, territorially) limited in its availability. One example is restaurant or movie-theater advertising that (even if online) usually solicits local customers only. Another example is a physician’s, dentist’s, or lawyer’s advertising that commonly focuses on potential customers within a local or regional reach. The situation might differ, however, for advertising by an upscale gourmet restaurant, the New York Metropolitan Opera, an international law firm, or a renowned plastic surgeon’s clinic. In essence, the central issue for assessing market extension is the ratio between the costs of transporting a good or performing a service (or transporting the consumer to the provider’s place) and the value of the product. In addition, it may be relevant whether the goods or services at issue are prestigious or without an adequate local substitute.

Furthermore, the concrete presentation of the marketing activity at issue may lead to a geographical and territorial confinement of relevant product alternatives. I have already mentioned the advertising language...
and methods of payment or delivery options.\textsuperscript{48} The context of an advertisement may also matter, particularly whether the advertisement is published in a local or an international context.\textsuperscript{49} In this regard, it is important to remember that trademark and unfair competition laws are intended to regulate market information. If a specific instance of market communication cannot reach the consumer or if it lacks the capacity to influence her decision making, then it will not be relevant. The most evident example is internet advertising in a language that is practically unknown to the population in a certain jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{50} Finally, of course, the capacity of market communication to reach the consumer or customer will always also depend on the target group. Commercial customers may be more versatile and willing to overcome language barriers or pay transportation costs than private consumers.\textsuperscript{51}

3 Clarification: Defendant’s Intent and Actual Effects

Against this backdrop, two clarifying remarks are in order. The first one concerns the suggestion that so-called finality or the intentional targeting of marketing activities should determine the applicable law. As discussed earlier, this must be rejected: if we accept the idea that trademark and unfair competition law aims to protect consumer decision making, we must also avoid elements of subjectivity for conflicts law and choice of law. The field has evolved into a regime of market information regulation. The traditional tort paradigms, notably intent and other subjective elements, are thus largely irrelevant.\textsuperscript{52} There is one aspect, however, that requires further analysis. Of course, the burden of proof is an issue that each national regime is free to establish under its own substantive or procedural law. Sensibly, however, it should be common understanding that the plaintiff, as part of her claim, must assert (and prove) that the effects at issue were foreseeable. Once this has been established, mere assertions by the alleged violator that she did not intend to target a certain

\textsuperscript{48} See supra p. 209 et seq.

\textsuperscript{49} For an extensive discussion, see Peter Mankowski, Internet und Internationales Wettbewerbsrecht, 1999 GRUR Int. 909, 919; Peter Mankowski, in Münchener Kommentar zum Lauterkeitsrecht, vol. I, IntWettbR para. 164 et seq. (Peter W. Heermann et al. eds., 2nd edn., 2014); Jochen Glöckner, in Gesetz gegen den unlauteren Wettbewerb (UWG), UWG Einl C para. 165 et seq. (Henning Harte-Bavendamm & Frauke Henning-Bodewig eds., 3rd edn., 2013).

\textsuperscript{50} This was why the defendant’s website in Japanese was deemed not to have resulted in “any real confusion of American consumers, or diminishing of [plaintiff’s] reputation” in McBee v. Delica Co., Ltd., 417 F.3d 107, 123 et seq. (1st Cir. 2005). For the McBee case, see supra p. 159–164.

\textsuperscript{51} Jochen Glöckner, Der grenzüberschreitende Lauterkeitsprozess nach BGH v. 11.2.2010—Ausschreibung in Bulgarien, 2011 WRP 137, 145.

\textsuperscript{52} See supra p. 214 et seq.
market must generally be disregarded; otherwise, this would provide bad-faith defendants with escape options. With regard to the defendant’s assertions, therefore, intent is irrelevant. But the reverse scenario is different. If proven, the defendant’s intent may be a proxy for the foreseeability of marketplace effects. This is a rule of procedural efficiency: most of the time, the judge is a nonexpert in the sector of the litigant parties’ industry and trade. It is hence often difficult, if not impossible, for her to correctly assess and evaluate the conflict at bar with respect to the underlying short- and long-term economics. Quite differently, however, the parties must be presumed to have the necessary skills and to act rationally. They will thus undertake only those activities that promise favorable outcomes—in other words, their cost–benefit analysis has a higher probability of being correct than the judge’s evaluation. Consequently, if intent on the side of the defendant has been established, effects on the relevant market should be deemed foreseeable.

In addition, a second clarification concerns the issue of seemingly insignificant actual effects. As we have seen, the German Bundesgerichtshof found sufficient effects in its 1970 decision in Tampax on the basis of a spillover of Swiss newspaper advertising into Germany. The case illustrates that the problem is not instances of actual impact. Trademark protection, like unfair competition prevention, does not look at actual


54 This is a practical variant of John Stuart Mill’s noninterference principle and should be a common-sense argument in courtrooms around the world. See John Stuart Mill, *Principles of Political Economy with some of their Applications to Social Philosophy, book V,* ch. XI, V.11.29 (William J. Ashley ed., 7th edn., 1909) (“The ground of the practical principle of non-interference must here be, that most persons take a juster and more intelligent view of their own interest, and of the means of promoting it, than can either be prescribed to them by a general enactment of the legislature, or pointed out in the particular case by a public functionary.”).


injury. Potential effects are what matter. The Tampax reasons, read more closely, also highlight this point: the spillover may have had anywhere from no effect (if the newspaper had remained unread) to a significant effect (if the newspaper’s marketing message had been circulated and proliferated repeatedly). The court, however, saw no need for further inquiry. It did not care about actual numbers but correctly based its finding on the fact alone that the newspaper’s distribution had occurred in the course of usual business activity providing for the possibility of sufficient effects.

Another case illustrates how this point can be brought to an extreme: the Oberlandesgericht Hamburg, in a scenario concerning advertising for printing equipment in a French trade magazine, found a sufficient basis for German law to be applied even though the magazine had only two regular German subscribers. The court’s correct finding highlights that market structures matter. If the market is small enough with regard to the buyer side, even a nominally minuscule impact will suffice to exert sufficient effects. There is no blanket de minimis rule to be applied.

C International Comity

But foreseeability analysis as such does not constitute a comprehensive rule. There is one more aspect that must be given regard to—the requirement of jurisdictional self-restraint beyond the framework of public international law limitations. This is given short shrift in current theory and

57 See also Peter Mankowski, Internet und Internationales Wettbewerbsrecht, 1999 GRUR Int. 909, 916 (“Umsätze und Marktanteile der beteiligten Unternehmen spielen im Wettbewerbsrecht jedoch anders als im Kartellrecht keine Rolle. Wettbewerbsrecht hat es mit Potentialitäten zu tun.”). A similar argument can be made in the context of personal jurisdiction analysis, particularly the exercise of specific jurisdiction by US courts. See Zippo Mfg. Co. v. Zippo Dot Com, Inc., 952 F.Supp 1119, 1127 (W.D. Pa. 1997) (“[The defendant] argues that its forum-related activities are not numerous or significant enough to create a ‘substantial connection’ with Pennsylvania. Defendant points to the fact that only two percent of its subscribers are Pennsylvania residents. However, the Supreme Court has made clear that even a single contact can be sufficient. … The test has always focused on the ‘nature and quality’ of the contacts with the forum and not the quantity of those contacts.”); see also Paul Torremans, Jurisdiction and Choice of Law Issues in United States Intellectual Property Cases: From Dodging the Bullet to Biting It, 1999 I.P.Q. 372, 374. For the contrary understanding—denying relevant effects even for purposeful activities on the basis of a mere counting of single newspaper copies—see OLG Stuttgart, 1987 GRUR 925—ex po data (22 August 1986).

58 This argument was also made by the Reichsgericht in Primeros. See RG 1936 GRUR 670, 676—Primeros (10 January 1936) (“Von einem ‘Verbreiten’ könnte allerdings nicht gesprochen werden, wenn nur da u. dort einmal durch Dritte ein Stück oder eine Mehrzahl von Stücken der ausländischen Druckerzeugnisse über die Grenze gelangt. Anders steht es aber mit einer im regelmäßigen Geschäftsbetrieb vor sich gehenden Versendung durch den Zeitungsverlag ….”); see also Hans-Albrecht Sasse, Grenzüberschreitende Werbung—Die Anwendbarkeit und die Anwendung deutsches Rechts vor deutschen Gerichten auf inländische Auswirkungen von Werbeaussagen in ausländischen Werbemedien 86 (1974).

practice both in the United States and in Europe. Most approaches thus share a defect: they conflate fundamentally different aspects of de minimis analysis and lack a precise structural guideline regarding when and how to limit the territorial scope of national laws.

1 Current De Minimis Standards
I have already explored the HOTEL MARITIME case.\(^60\) An interesting counterpart in US practice can be found in the Second Circuit’s 1994 Sterling Drug v. Bayer AG opinion.\(^61\) The court had to decide on an American right owner’s claim of trademark infringement by a European drug company that was using the same trademark as the plaintiff—not only in Europe, but also in the United States. While the plaintiff had rights in the United States, the defendant relied on trademark rights in Germany. Even though the Second Circuit and the Bundesgerichtshof began with a different understanding of their respective law’s scope,\(^62\) both decisions are representative of a widely convergent technique of de minimis limitation.

a The Paradigm of “Shields” and “Swords”  Under the law as it stood in 1994, the plaintiff’s situation in Sterling Drug was precarious. The Second Circuit’s governing precedent at the time (Vanity Fair) was unfortunate for US trademark owners trying to fend off a foreign right owner’s use of a validly registered foreign trademark abroad.\(^63\) As the Second Circuit explained:

[I]f we applied the Vanity Fair test mechanically to the instant case, we would forbid the application of the Lanham Act abroad against a foreign corporation that holds superior rights to the mark under foreign law. But such an unrefined application of that case might mean that we fail to preserve the Lanham Act’s goals of protecting American consumers against confusion, and protecting holders of American trademarks against misappropriation of their marks.\(^64\)

\(^60\) See supra p. 71 et seq.
\(^61\) Sterling Drug, Inc. v. Bayer AG, 14 F.3d 733 (2nd Cir. 1994).
\(^62\) The Second Circuit highlighted, “It is well-established that United States courts have jurisdiction to enforce the Lanham Act extraterritorially in order to prevent harm to United States commerce” (Sterling Drug, Inc. v. Bayer AG, 14 F.3d 733, 745 (2nd Cir. 1994)). The Bundesgerichtshof, by contrast, emphasized the long-established theory of territoriality by pointing out that an injunction may generally be issued only if infringing trademark use can be found within the domestic territory (“[E]in Unterlassungsanspruch ... setzt deshalb eine das Kennzeichenrecht verletzende Benutzungshandlung im Inland voraus. Diese ist regelmäßig gegeben, wenn im Inland unter dem Zeichen Waren oder Dienstleistungen angeboten werden.” (BGH 2005 GRUR 431, 432—HOTEL MARITIME (13 October 2004))
\(^63\) For Vanity Fair and the Second Circuit’s Bulova test variant, see supra p. 161–164.
\(^64\) Sterling Drug, Inc. v. Bayer AG, 14 F.3d 733, 746 (2nd Cir. 1994).
Even though Chief Judge Newman ultimately distinguished the case from *Vanity Fair*, it was clear that a rigid adherence to a binary system of conflicts resolution—in other words, an all-or-nothing approach—had become obsolete. On the one hand, nonapplication of the Lanham Act would neglect the protection of US customers against confusion initiated by uses of foreign trademarks abroad. On the other, applying the Lanham Act indiscriminately would also be unreasonable. Required instead was a concretized and fact-specific tailoring of remedies in accordance with the instances of the trademark use at issue. As Newman further pointed out—and this is critical—a certain degree of consumer confusion within the national territory may have to be tolerated in order to prevent a breakdown of international commercial communication and advertising activities:

In today’s global economy, where a foreign TV advertisement might be available by satellite to U.S. households, not every activity of a foreign corporation with any tendency to create some confusion among American consumers can be prohibited by the extraterritorial reach of a District Court’s injunction.

A decade later, in Germany, the Bundesgerichtshof expressed the same concern in the context of the online dispute at the center of the *HOTEL MARITIME* case. As the court warned, if each instance of internet use were found to constitute a legally relevant effect in the protecting country, it would result in a problematic return to the nineteenth-century paradigm of trademark universality. Such an overextension of domestic rights would ultimately stifle international communication and transacting:

Not any use of a mark on the internet is subject to the national legal order’s protection of marks against confusion. Otherwise, protection of national rights would be extended shorelessly and would—contrary to the European freedom to provide services . . . —inadequately restrict self-expression of foreign enterprises. This would involve a significant limitation of opportunities to make use of rights on the internet since owners of confusingly similar marks, protected in different countries, could—irrespective of the priority of the conflicting marks—reciprocally demand forbearance of use from the other side.

---

65 Id. 66 Id. at 747. 67 BGH 2005 GRUR 431, 432—HOTEL MARITIME (13 October 2004), author’s translation (for the original German text see supra chapter 1 fn. 235). For an earlier expression of the same concern (albeit in an “offline” world), see RGZ vol. 118, 76, 83—Springendes Pferd/Hengstenberg (20 September 1927) (“Dem deutschen Verkäufer, der von den ihm . . . verliehenen Rechten Gebrauch macht, kann nicht schlechthin angesonnen werden, zu vermeiden, daß durch eine ihm erlaubte Inlandsbetätigung die Verletzung eines fremden Zeichenrechts in irgendeinem fremden Lande ermöglicht oder dem Inhaber dieses Rechts Konkurrenz gemacht werde.”).
Indeed, both opinions can be seen as expressions of an internationalist understanding in trademark conflicts law. Judicial self-restraint is a must. Newman’s allegoric reference to “swords” and “shields” is fitting:

Though Congress did not intend the Lanham Act to be used as a sword to eviscerate completely a foreign corporation’s foreign trademark, it did intend the Act to be used as a shield against foreign uses that have significant trademark-impairing effects upon American commerce.  

While fending off an invasion or impairment of national policies is acceptable, there exists a certain threshold of minimum effects below which domestic rights protection becomes an offense rather than a mere defense. It is the appropriate balancing of offensive and defensive measures that enables a functioning environment for international transacting and commerce.

b Analysis: An Ad Hoc Rule of “International-Individual Equity”

What becomes evident from looking at both decisions in light of my findings on policy and comity is that both courts’ reasons are based on an underdeveloped structural concept of self-restraint. Both courts applied a similar technique of effects testing. The Second Circuit tested for significant trademark-impairing effects on US commerce. The Bundesgerichtshof explained that the risk of mutually blocking trademarks in the international arena could be avoided only by requiring sufficient economic effects within the German territory. Both courts’ tests, however, neglect two specific aspects: they suggest a widely unqualified effects analysis and they do not distinguish between private-party and public interests.

The Bundesgerichtshof’s arguments are particularly illustrative: even though starting from the World Intellectual Property Organization’s (WIPO) Joint Recommendation and its criterion of “commercial effects,” the court ultimately did not apply the recommendation’s factor list to its analysis of commercial effects. Instead, the judges roughly and without further qualification compared the parties’ interests, concluding that the plaintiff’s interest in receiving the requested injunction was less significant than the defendant’s interest in advertising for its hotel.  

---

68 Sterling Drug, Inc. v. Bayer AG, 14 F.3d 733, 746 (2nd Cir. 1994).
69 Id. at 747.
70 BGH 2005 GRUR 431, 433—HOTEL MARITIME (13 October 2004); see also BGH 2012 GRUR 621, 624—OSCAR (8 March 2012).
71 For the Joint Recommendation’s list of factors, see article 3. See also supra p. 225 et seq.
court considered the defendant’s conduct in more detail, however, the outcome might have been quite different. After all, the list of factors in the recommendation would have allowed for several of the case’s facts to be actually interpreted to predetermine a finding of “commercial effect”: the defendant not only served German customers in its hotel but also solicited online reservations on its website, which was fully available in German. In addition, the defendant had sent German-language advertising brochures to prospective customers in Germany.\(^\text{73}\)

The court’s direct reference to the WIPO Joint Recommendation may explain why it did not attempt to formulate a guideline for the qualitative determination of what should be given regard to when analyzing and evaluating effects. The Senate did not undertake a policy-oriented analysis. This left its interest-balancing approach in a rather ambiguous and imprecise stage. Under a rule of alternatives,\(^\text{74}\) the ultimate outcome could have actually been more consistently explained: since the defendant’s hotel services were offered in Copenhagen, alternatives to a stay at the defendant’s hotel were to be found in Copenhagen and the vicinity. The marketplace at issue was coterminous with the city. Application of German law, thus, would have been an issue of non-confusion-based goodwill invasion only.\(^\text{75}\)

What is further remarkable in the court’s arguments is that only private-party concerns and interests were deemed essential. This also was the analysis in *Sterling Drug*.\(^\text{76}\) Since the economic or commercial effects of the defendant’s advertising on the plaintiff’s business in Germany were deemed insignificant (*unwesentlich*), the balancing of interests could not provide for a prevalence of the plaintiff’s concerns.\(^\text{77}\) Similar to the collision-of-rights theories in legal scholarship, the solution of international trademark conflicts seems to lie in a doctrine of international-individual equity.\(^\text{78}\) Another facet of this perspective actually comes to the fore in a

\(^{73}\) These elements, at least under article 3 of the WIPO Joint Recommendation, could have justified the application of German trademark law with more rigor—enjoining at least some parts of the defendant’s trademark use. In addition, even though the plaintiff had started using the trademark more than twenty years before the defendant and had more than forty hotels in Germany, there was no discussion of bad faith on side of the defendant.

\(^{74}\) See supra p. 494–497.

\(^{75}\) For the non-confusion-based policies in trademark law, see supra p. 350 et seq. and infra p. 556 et seq.

\(^{76}\) *Sterling Drug, Inc. v. Bayer AG*, 14 F.3d 733, 747 (2nd Cir. 1994) (“Where . . . both parties have legitimate interests, consideration of those interests must receive especially sensitive accomodation in the international context.”).

\(^{77}\) BGH 2005 GRUR 431, 433—*HOTEL MARITIME* (13 October 2004).

\(^{78}\) See supra p. 256 et seq.
more recent opinion by the Bundesgerichtshof. In a cross-border dispute over the use of the trademark “Oscar,” the owner of a German trademark registration (and organizer of the annual Academy Awards ceremony) asserted infringement through the defendant’s use of the word “Oscar” in the titles of several Italian television broadcasts. The defendant (an Italian television company) had broadcast its programs via satellite to Germany and a number of other countries. As the court explained:

What is required is . . . a comprehensive balancing of the parties’ interests that, in addition to considering the weight of effects of the symbol’s use at issue on the trademark owner’s domestic economic interests, must also give regard to the question of how far it was possible and reasonable for the defendant to avoid an inland infringement.\(^79\)

Since satellite transmission cannot be precisely separated along national boundaries, the court assumed, it will inevitably find receivers in several countries. An overly strict enforcement of trademark rights might hence make European satellite transmission impossible. Necessarily, therefore, the court concluded, the spillover of trademark-infringing effects—if and to the extent that these effects are unavoidable—must be acknowledged and cannot be infringed by a domestic right owner.\(^80\)

In this light, the status quo of de minimis analysis can be summarized by a few basic rules: confronted with cross-border trademark infringement, courts will not limit their consideration of interests to those of the plaintiff; equally important are the other side’s concerns. In addition, as long as effects within a certain jurisdiction cannot be reasonably “avoided,” application of the respective regime is problematic. In particular, if economic or commercial activity (e.g., satellite or internet communication) would be hindered by an overly strict enforcement of trademark rights, the tendency is to abstain from judicial intervention. However, there is no structured and precise qualitative standard for determining the significance or sufficiency of effects. Instead, courts apply an ad hoc rule of international-individual equity.

2 Reconceptualization

Of course, the current practice of de minimis testing provides for acceptable results in many cases. As I have already alluded to, there often is no “costless” solution for international trademark and unfair competition

\(^79\) BGH 2012 GRUR 621, 624—OSCAR (8 March 2012) (“Erforderlich ist . . . eine Gesamtabwägung der Interessen der Parteien, in die neben dem Gewicht der Auswirkungen der Kennzeichenbenutzung auf die inländischen wirtschaftlichen Interessen des Zeicheninhabers auch einfließen muss, inwieweit es den Bekl[agten] möglich und zumutbar war, Rechtsverletzungen im Inland zu vermeiden.” (author’s translation)).

\(^80\) Id.
disputes—many cases will not allow for a complete avoidance of right and policy conflicts. Hence, a balancing of individual interests seems to be most pragmatic and reasonable. After all, from the court’s perspective, the litigants’ concrete dispute is the only thing that must be resolved. In addition, these are the interests that a judge can practically ascertain with acceptable effort. Yet distortion looms beyond the picture of interparty relations. If courts limit their analysis accordingly—especially by neglecting long-term effects with respect to the policies involved—they lose sight of the structure of conflicts resolution and choice of law “under the surface.”

a Structural Underpinning and Relevant Interests  First, it is necessary to challenge the governing technique of ad hoc decision making, which claims to focus on rather vague concepts of interest balancing and proportionality in general. Even though “interests” are indeed what must be evaluated and balanced, the conceptual self-limitation of current doctrine overlooks a critical aspect: the evaluation and balancing of interests in international trademark and unfair competition conflicts is not an issue of general “fairness” or “equity,” nor is the judge left to her own devices. The area of trademark and unfair competition conflicts is founded on dense structures of international agreements—in particular, however, on a transnational convergence of substantive law policies. My analysis of substantive trademark and unfair competition law has illustrated this infrastructural underpinning, which also predetermines choice of law. Any interest, in order to be eligible for consideration, must thus be founded on or be correlated with the regulation of market information. The lack of a qualitative functional analysis aside, at this point, it is questionable whether the HOTEL MARITIME court actually used the correct numbers—that is, the costs ensuing from the defendant’s impact on market information, not the actual turnover numbers or other costs—for its calculation and balancing. Unfortunately, the court’s reasons do not explain the metric that was used to compute the “insignificance” of commercial effects.

Second, following from this qualification, it is important to distinguish private-party concerns from state interests. Under current doctrine, interest balancing is based on the private parties’ “legitimate interests” or

81 See supra p. 480 et seq.
“equities.” While this may seem fair to the parties, it neglects the overall impact of conflicts resolution in the field. This defect stems from the field’s doctrinal history of private rights protection. And it is somewhat reflective of the courts’ limited focus on private-individual parties and their interests—not on the overall consequences of legal doctrine in the field. Yet the analysis must not be limited to individual or private-party interests; it always requires reconciling the state interests involved. All issues in the core area of trademark and unfair competition law are oriented toward market information infrastructure and its protection. For conflicts law and choice of law, the conclusion is inevitable: the conflict is between legal regimes, not private rights. It is thus not a rule of international “equity” but one of international “comity” that must be applied.

In this light, international trademark and unfair competition conflicts usually entail at least two states’ divergent interests—namely, divergent interests regarding the freedom or the limitations that are necessary to establish or maintain the optimum status of market information. We must be aware of the fact that what fosters one state’s interest often undermines the other’s. Accordingly, conflicts resolution will seldom be costless in the sense of allowing for a comprehensive avoidance or reconciliation of all concerns involved. Let us return to the HOTEL MARITIME scenario for illustration, with slightly modified facts: if a market actor uses a certain trademark in online advertising targeted at her seat jurisdiction, but if this advertising can also be accessed abroad where the identical symbol is already in use as a trademark by a competitor (for identical products), the conflict is not limited to the individual parties. While the first actor’s seat jurisdiction has an interest in the trademark’s domestic functions (notably search cost reduction among local customers), accessibility of the advertising in the other competitor’s jurisdiction may cause consumer confusion there—and, accordingly, higher search costs among the other jurisdiction’s consumers. If a binary technique of conflicts law requires an all-or-nothing approach under one single chosen law, it is either the defendant’s domestic customer base that is divested of valuable market

85 See supra p. 480 et seq.
86 In this regard, I define “interest” in the Currian sense as “the product of (a) a governmental policy and (b) the concurrent existence of an appropriate relationship between the state having the policy and the transaction, the parties, or the litigation.” See Brainerd Currie, Selected Essays on the Conflict of Laws 621 (1963).
87 See supra p. 325 et seq. 88 See supra p. 265 et seq.
89 In multistate conflicts, it is consequences in multiple states that must be taken into account.
information or the foreign-based consumers who are being confused.\textsuperscript{90} At a
abstract level, both jurisdictions involved may follow widely corresponding policies fostering an optimal level of market information within their respective territories. But the policies in action—and each jurisdiction’s concrete interest in the outcome of the case—are in open conflict.

But the analysis is not complete with a look at the immediate costs and benefits alone. In addition, the long-term consequences of the court’s decision must be taken into account. This brings us back to my analysis of international economic law and the doctrine of international comity: extending domestic law beyond national borders, as is commonly argued, risks invading foreign jurisdictions’ sovereignty with respect to regulating their internal information infrastructure. But this is not the only problem. Although US practice under the McBee fallacy still contends otherwise,\textsuperscript{91} it is usually impossible to regulate foreign markets through the cross-border extension of national law. What may then ensue is an anticompetitive discriminatory application of different regulatory standards—mostly to the detriment of domestic parties.\textsuperscript{92} And even if extraterritorial regulation should be effective, an ultimate distortion of international transacting may yet result from retaliation. In other words, the risk that other jurisdictions could apply the same overextensive rules would ultimately paralyze many sectors of communication.\textsuperscript{93}

\textit{b} \hspace{1em} \textbf{Practical Rules and Presumptions} \hspace{1em} Against this backdrop, a more detailed practical guideline of \textit{de minimis} analysis can be suggested. Even though the reconceptualization of jurisdictional self-restraint cannot provide for a one-size-fits-all rule or an exact demarcation between admissible and inadmissible extension of national rights and policies, it does provide for a more solid and comprehensive test.

\textbf{(i) \hspace{1em} Starting Point: Fact-Based Crafting of Remedies} \hspace{1em} In essence, the decision maker is referred to a multistep analysis. Since there is no one-size-fits-all solution if the defendant’s conduct covers more than one kind of marketing activity, the court must undertake a separate analysis for all single instances of alleged infringement.\textsuperscript{94} For each single instance,
then, she must determine the overall consequences of both the alleged infringer’s or violator’s activity and a court-crafted remedy (usually an injunction). This fact-based analysis provides the fundament for a flexible tailoring of redress.

In detail, what is to be considered with respect to market information requires comparing all market parameters, particularly the parties’ sales numbers, the geographical span of their markets, sales channels, and consumer sophistication. *Sterling Drug* provides for an illustration of such a salient fact-based analysis. Under the rubric of “Background,” both the district and circuit court summed up the factual background and extensively analyzed the economic setting of the conflict. On this basis, then, with respect to the actual redress, a court should compare all available options of court-crafted remedies. Quite often, the judge has a continuum of measures of corrective court invasion in her hands. An example of such a comparison can be found, at least rudimentarily, in Judge Newman’s instructions to the district court: inter alia, he required the lower instance to consider adequate restrictions to the defendant’s international marketing activity by means of a categorization of the relevant print media. In this regard, he explained, the “placing [of] a full-page ‘Bayer’ advertisement in the U.S. edition of a foreign magazine or newspaper” should not be considered admissible. An injunction in *Sterling Drug*’s favor would, accordingly, cover a prohibition on this kind of marketing activity. However, he went on to explain that “it might be inappropriate [for the district court] to leave the injunction so broad as to ban the announcement of new medical research in *Lancet*, or an employment notice in *Handelsblatt* [a leading German business newspaper].” This differentiation reflects the fact that the dispute primarily concerned a consumer product (pharmaceuticals) and its marketing vis-à-vis consumers. Necessarily, therefore, the instruments of market communication would cover popular national media but not scientific journals or foreign newspapers. In essence, the court undertook an individualized and probability-based infringement analysis: the higher the probability of infringing by a certain communication instrument’s circulation in the United States, the more stringent the court’s remedy.

---


97 *Id.* at 747.

98 *Id.*
One aspect is important under a methodological perspective: this approach can provide for only a reasonable approximation of the cost-benefit ratio of cross-border regulation and extraterritoriality of rights. Yet by spelling out the factual basis of its verdict, the court helps avoid a defect in future decision making. An expressly fact-based finding makes clear that the court’s holding is founded on the concrete and individual case. It thereby prevents a mis- and overinterpretation of the holding in the sense of an all-encompassing and generally valid rule of law.\footnote{For the contrary assumption and an approach of universal substantive law promulgation, see supra p. 256 et seq.} In other words, the more detailed a court’s factual analysis, the clearer the instruction to later courts to question their cases’ factual basis and, if necessary, distinguish their case from the precedent. The message should be clear: each case requires its own fact-specific analysis.

In this regard, apart from the lack of qualification of effects, the \textit{HOTEL MARITIME} holding can be shown as imprecise, if not incorrectly decided, in at least one more respect. The court’s analysis suffered from the traditional individual-party focus. By looking just at the litigants, the court found that the defendant’s use of the mark caused only negligible and insignificant injury. After all, the small competitor-defendant did not seem to pose a real threat to the trademark owner’s large hotel chain. The issue would have become more complex, however, had the court also taken into account potential later-comers’ use of the plaintiff’s trademark—hence, if it had also considered the long-term effects of their holding. In essence, under the court’s doctrine, hardly any kind of use of a competitor’s trademark—if only the alleged infringer is small enough—can be characterized as exerting sufficient effects abroad. By this means, the court created a risk that the number of small competitors’ use of an identical or similar trademark may multiply. In the end, large-company trademark owners have been factually outlawed with respect to attacks by small foreign-based competitors.

\textbf{(ii) Prima Facie “Effects Sufficiency”: Defendant’s Intent} \hspace{1em} We have already seen that if intent on the side of the defendant can be proven, the foreseeability of effects should be acknowledged: an attempt to reach across the border will be undertaken only if economic success looms.\footnote{See supra p. 505–507.} A similar rule can be formulated when a limitation in light of international comity is at issue. Here as well, the parties’ cost-benefit analysis has a higher probability of being correct than the judge’s evaluation. If that is true, however, a long-term perspective suggests that the expectation of a
positive output will invite imitation by others. It is then no longer the individual and concrete interparty cost-benefit analysis that matters. Over time, the sum of effects must be expected to increase. In light of the long-run perspective, therefore, effects are not negligible and must be presumed to be above the de minimis threshold. Here again, we must be aware that a presumption can provide only for a rule of approximation. Of course, the defendant’s intent is a test factor that focuses primarily on the concrete case and the individual parties. In the long run, however, it provides a guideline for private-party marketplace activity in general and thereby functions as a regulatory corrective. It will ultimately bring out the next-best result to a precise cost-benefit calculation.

Once more, we can explain the HOTEL MARITIME holding as partly imprecise. As already mentioned, with respect to the choice-of-law question, the court failed to account for the defendant’s active targeting of a German customer base.\(^1\) In the case, both the defendant’s website and its mail advertising were directed at a German public. They offered extensive information in German, and it was even possible to make online reservations in German. There was no explanation for the use of the German language or for the soliciting of German consumers other than that it was a lucrative kind of marketing from the defendant’s point of view. Accordingly, the court should not have neglected this kind of marketing as having only insignificant commercial effects. Quite differently, for the sake of illustration, the English case Euromarket Designs Inc. v. Peters and Crate & Barrel Ltd.\(^2\) presented a case of apparently de minimis effects in a similar scenario: the defendants ran a single retail store for household goods and furniture in Dublin, Ireland, and operated a website on which the plaintiff’s UK and European Community trademark “Crate & Barrel” was used. Judge Jacob, denying an infringement, emphasized two facts. First, the mere accessibility of the website was not enough. As he put it, “[T]he website owner should [not] be regarded as putting a tentacle onto the user’s screen.” Second, the defendants had not actively gone out to solicit customers in the UK.\(^3\)

(iii) Caveat: “Effects Unavoidability” Finally, case law and commentary have discussed cases where effects within a jurisdiction are

\(^{101}\) Interestingly, the judges did acknowledge the defendant’s active solicitation of customers in Germany with respect to the issue of personal jurisdiction. See BGH 2005 GRUR 431, 432—HOTEL MARITIME (13 October 2004).


\(^{103}\) Id. at 24; see also James J. Fawcett & Paul Torremans, Intellectual Property and Private International Law para. 10.29–30 (2nd edn., 2011).
deemed *de minimis* if a defendant’s actions include a reasonable effort to avoid or minimize an infringement. A common-sense approach seems to be that infringing use of a trademark (or unfair competition) should not be deemed to occur if the defendant takes reasonable steps to avoid interference with the domestic market to the best possible degree.\(^{104}\)

While analysis in these cases has often been unduly curtailed, asking for the avoidability of effects makes sense as a practical proxy for determining the sufficiency of effects.

Of course, if effects within a jurisdiction are truly avoidable, there does not exist any conflict of policies or interests. This is the case, for instance, where confusion can effectively be excluded by a disclaimer.\(^{105}\) In many disputes, however, the alleged infringer or violator cannot prevent her conduct from having effects in more than one jurisdiction—no matter what she does. One example is the use of a word mark that is not well known in the defendant’s seat jurisdiction as part of a domain name under this jurisdiction’s top-level domain. If the website can be accessed in other jurisdictions where the symbol is well known for a competitor’s products, the conflict—in the sense of effects on the trademark’s reputation and prestige—can hardly be avoided (at least not by a disclaimer).\(^{106}\) Asking for the avoidability of effects in such a case implies that the defendant’s conduct—and, accordingly, this conduct’s effect—is legitimate. Otherwise, a genuine rule of avoidability would actually require *completely* ceasing the activity at issue. This assumption of legitimacy can best be explained by reference to the collision-of-rights perspective.

As we have seen, under a lens centered on individual parties and rights, it seems as if the conflicts panacea can be found in a rule of international-individual equity.\(^{107}\) Looking at the same dispute in light of the policies and state interests involved, however, indicates the need for a balancing

---


\(^{105}\) The WIPO Joint Recommendation’s rules on notice and avoidance of conflicts reflect this idea, providing for isolation from liability if a defendant takes “reasonable measures which are effective to avoid a commercial effect” (art. 10 (iii)), particularly by using a disclaimer (art. 12). For the WIPO Recommendation, see also *supra* p. 225 *et seq*.

\(^{106}\) For a similar factual constellation, see, e.g., OGH 2012 GRUR Int. 464—*alcom-international at* (9 August 2011). For the substantive law policy in these cases, see *supra* p. 350 *et seq*.

\(^{107}\) For this approach, see *supra* p. 256 *et seq*., and *supra* in this chapter p. 510 *et seq*. 
rule beyond the individual parties’ concerns. In certain cases, the result of the interest balancing may actually differ from the individual parties’ avoidability scheme. Back to our example: even if the defendant’s online use of a symbol that is a famous trademark abroad should be limited to a “reasonable minimum” or to the “best possible degree,” she may still not be ordered to cease using the disputed domain name. Hence, one might have to find the injury resulting from its ongoing use to be “unavoidable.” Yet the overall perspective on all short-term and long-term interests in regulating market information may indicate that completely enjoining the defendant’s use would be less costly in terms of the public interests involved in all jurisdictions. A probability-based infringement analysis and cost balancing may bring out different results than the individual equity balancing. Particularly if the plaintiff’s market information capital is large, even an absolute minimum use of the symbol—the defendant’s bad faith aside—may so significantly distort the market information infrastructure (e.g., through misguided online searches) that it will ultimately result in an overall negative cost-benefit account in both jurisdictions.

Nonetheless, the rule of avoidability has practical value. Often, the analysis of conflicting interests and the cost-benefit computation is difficult. A court will then shy away from making harsh all-or-nothing decisions and will tend to find the equitable “compromise.” And this need not be unreasonable in terms of procedural efficiency. As long as it is unclear whether an alternative structuring of the transnational information infrastructure—by means of a court-crafted remedy for the dispute at bar—is less costly and more beneficial under an overall and long-term perspective, the court should follow a rule of avoidability. As a rule of practical approximation, it brings substantive-policy analysis and procedural efficiency to conformity.

IV Summary

Looking at trademark and unfair competition conflicts in light of the underlying policies indicates a uniform approach. Whenever a conflict involves conduct that has an effect on consumer decision making and transacting, the point of attachment must be found at the place (or places) where alternative transactions exist. As this convergence implies, there is no difference between the fields with respect to the quality of effects required for conflicts determination. In light of this qualitative assessment of effects, the necessary quantity or intensity of actual or potential effects will be determined by testing for objective foreseeability. What judges must undertake is a market analysis concerning the product and marketing communication at issue. Finally, conflicts resolution calls for a separate testing of international comity aspects in addition to the analysis of effects foreseeability. In essence, courts must undertake a fact-based
analysis and craft their remedies accordingly. Both defendant intent and effects avoidability may serve as a practical proxy.

Section 2 The Reinterpretation of Steele and Rome II

This consolidated conflicts resolution structure calls for a new interpretation of existing trademark conflicts and unfair competition choice-of-law rules. Both US conflicts law and European choice of law can be re-conceptualized through moderate modifications to the Bulova test and its variants, as well as by reinterpreting the Rome II Regulation.

I US Lanham Act Subject-Matter Jurisdiction

As discussed earlier, some have suggested extending the unilateral Bulova test in order to establish a multilateral rule of trademark conflicts law.\(^\text{108}\) This would result in the application of foreign laws in US federal fora. Indeed, this option is not too exotic. For example, international copyright infringements are deemed to bring into existence a so-called transitory cause of action when foreign copyright laws are applied by US courts.\(^\text{109}\) Also, international tort conflicts may require that foreign laws be applied.\(^\text{110}\) And finally, the Judicial Improvements Act of 1990 allows district courts in civil actions, if they have original jurisdiction over the action, to exercise supplemental jurisdiction “over all other claims that are so related to claims in the action within such original jurisdiction that they form part of the same case or controversy.”\(^\text{111}\) At least in cases where the effects at issue trigger the application of the Lanham Act and, concurrently, of other countries’ trademark and unfair competition laws, a multilateral conflicts resolution would not be anathema to procedural doctrine.\(^\text{112}\) Indeed, the concurrent application of different trademark or unfair competition regimes may provide for a reasonable resolution of conflicts, particularly with regard to economic and regulatory concerns.

Nonetheless, it is questionable whether conceptions of such a ground-breaking reformulation of US conflicts doctrine have much prospect of success. A more realistic suggestion should focus on the most oft-

\(^{108}\) For US scholarship and arguments, see supra p. 244 et seq.

\(^{109}\) See supra p. 241 et seq.

\(^{110}\) See, e.g., supra p. 383 et seq.


\(^{112}\) For limitations on federal courts’ supplemental jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1367 (particularly (c)) in international copyright conflicts, see, e.g., Torah Soft Ltd. v. Drosnin, 136 F.Supp.2d 276, 292 (S.D.N.Y. 2001); with regard to international antitrust, see Hannah L. Buxbaum & Ralf Michaels, Jurisdiction and Choice of Law in International Antitrust Law—A US Perspective, 225, 235 et seq., in International Antitrust Litigation: Conflict of Laws and Coordination (Jürgen Basedow et al. eds., 2012).
debated factor in both multilateral and unilateral conflicts resolution—the restriction of the domestic regime’s scope of application. My focus will thus be on current doctrine. As I will demonstrate, shifting the focus of the Bulova effects prong toward a more functional analysis can be consistently adapted to and implemented in the analysis of Lanham Act subject-matter jurisdiction. This means that it will not be “some,” “substantial,” or “significant” effects that determine the finding of a relevant impact on US commerce but a modified test factor of foreseeable minimum effects—on consumer decision making. In addition, modification of the “nationality” and “conflicts with foreign law” factors will bring US doctrine into conformity with a comity-based requirement of jurisdictional self-restraint.

A Modification: A Qualitative Reformulation of “Effects on US Commerce”

The chapter on international comity explored the detrimental effects of trademark extraterritoriality on international competition. In fact, this is the most crucial problem with Lanham Act subject-matter jurisdiction, albeit one that is widely ignored. It is due, among other things, to the indeterminate terminology and application of the Bulova effects prong in different circuits.

The divergence can be illustrated, for instance, by a comparison between the Fifth Circuit’s American Rice “some effects” factor and the Second Circuit’s “substantial effects” requirement. Interestingly, neither the Supreme Court majority in Steele nor the dissenting justices gave an express definition of effects as “substantial,” “significant,” or otherwise. This was different for the appellate decision at the lower level. The Fifth Circuit majority opinion in Bulova Watch Co. v. Steele was the first to make use of the term “substantial economic effects.” Although the opinion has not received significant attention in case law or scholarship, it apparently had some genuinely “terminological” influence on the Second Circuit in Vanity Fair. There, Judge Waterman, making reference to the Fifth Circuit’s decision, adopted a requirement of “substantial effects” without

113 See supra p. 480 et seq. 114 See supra p. 159 et seq.
116 Bulova Watch Co. v. Steele, 194 F.2d 567 (5th Cir. 1952). 117 Id. at 570.
further elaboration. In the end, *Vanity Fair* was not based on a finding of effects. Nonetheless, it has proven to be remarkably successful. Even today, this requirement remains an element of the Second Circuit’s test, and it has influenced the tests used by a majority of federal circuits. Outside New York, the Nevada district court in *Wells Fargo* was the first court to pick up the *Vanity Fair* standard of “substantial effects.” The Ninth Circuit appellate court, however, corrected the district court’s holding in 1977, stating that *Steele* contains no substantiality requirement. Shortly after, the Fifth Circuit in *American Rice* adopted the Ninth Circuit’s standard and held that “some effects” would be sufficient. Over time, these different standards have spread throughout the circuits. The Eleventh Circuit, for example, still interprets *Steele* as requiring “substantial effects.” Other circuits either follow one specific circuit’s approach or apply a combined test. The Fourth Circuit, for instance, has established a “significant effects” standard derived from the three-pronged *Vanity Fair* test.

As illustrated by the variety of tests, particularly the terminological noise and confusion in the debate on effects determination, there is no truly authoritative standard of qualification. Ultimately, therefore, as a
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118 *Vanity Fair Mills, Inc. v. T. Eaton Co.*, 234 F.2d 633, 642 (2nd Cir. 1956).
119 See, e.g., *McBee v. Delica Co.*, Ltd., 417 F.3d 107, 121 (1st Cir. 2005).
120 Even though the District Court for the Southern District of California—in the only reported pre-*Wells Fargo* decision—referred to *Vanity Fair* in 1956 (see *Ramirez & Feraud Chili Co. v. Las Palmas Food Co.*, 146 F.Supp. 594, 602 (S.D. Cal. 1956)), its requirement of “substantial effects” stems from a comparison of international trademark infringements with the interstate concept of separating state and federal powers, not from an adoption of the Second Circuit’s approach.
121 In addition, it qualified the effects necessary for Lanham Act extraterritoriality by referring to the distinction between intrastate and interstate commerce: “Next, although foreign activities must of course have some effect on United States foreign commerce before they can be reached, we disagree with the district court’s requirement that that effect must be ‘substantial.’ Bulova contains no such requirement. And, as we noted in Timberlane, since the origins of the ‘substantiality’ test apparently lie in the effort to distinguish between intrastate commerce, which Congress may not regulate as such, and interstate commerce, which it can control, it may be unwise blindly to apply the factor in the area of foreign commerce over which Congress has exclusive authority. See Timberlane ….” *See Wells Fargo & Co. v. Wells Fargo Exp. Co.*, 556 F.2d 406, 428 (9th Cir. 1977).
122 *American Rice, Inc. v. Arkansas Rice Growers Co-op. Ass’n*, 701 F.2d 408, 414 (5th Cir. 1983).
125 *Nintendo of America, Inc. v. Aeropower Co.*, Ltd., 34 F.3d 246, 250–251 (4th Cir. 1994).
practical consequence, almost any effect might be sufficient to trigger the application of the Lanham Act. This brings out the specter of overextension by effects indeterminacy. One case in the wake of Steele lucidly illustrates this problem. In the 1983 *American Rice* case, both parties were American agricultural cooperatives acting in the United States and abroad. Their dispute arose out of a trademark resembling the plaintiff’s US registration, which the defendant used for selling rice in Saudi Arabia. Even though the defendant’s sales occurred solely in Saudi Arabia and “none of [the] products found their way back into the United States,” the Fifth Circuit held that the plaintiff’s US trademark had been infringed on. Sufficient effects were found on the basis that processing, packaging, transporting, and distributing US-produced rice constituted activities “within commerce.” It was not reported whether other competitors in the Saudi Arabian market made use of allegedly infringing symbols. Very likely, however, most of them could not be haled into a US court for want of personal jurisdiction, and the prospects of successfully litigating before Saudi Arabian courts were likely also dismal (at least if compared with litigation in US federal courts). Consequently, deciding on the dispute between domestic competitors, the *American Rice* court—even though formally extending protection for the owner of a domestic right—factually burdened a national competitor. Ultimately, the discriminatory application of US law resulted in an uneven burden to other domestic parties competing with the right owner abroad.

What is most striking in *American Rice* is that virtually completely unqualified effects—fully detached from the actual marketplace—sufficed to trigger the application of the Lanham Act, a statute that is specifically designed to regulate market communication and information. More generally, this tendency of rights extension can actually be seen in a large portion of the *Steele* progeny between 1952 and 2014. As my bird’s-eye view in chapter 2 has brought up, both the idiosyncrasies of an unqualified effects test and the common law pedigree of transnational goodwill and trademark rights acquisition and protection have contributed to a wide extension of national rights into foreign-based marketplaces. A first corrective is thus necessary: the void of qualitative guidance must be filled

126 *American Rice, Inc. v. Arkansas Rice Growers Co-op. Ass’n*, 701 F.2d 408, 410 (5th Cir. 1983).

127 *Id.*

128 *Id.* at 414 (“[T]he defendant’s Saudi Arabian sales had more than an insignificant effect on United States commerce. Each of [the defendant’s] activities, from the processing and packaging of the rice to the transportation and distribution of it, are activities within commerce.”).

129 For the theoretical background, see supra p. 480 et seq.

130 See supra p. 325 et seq.

131 See supra p. 171 et seq.
by looking at the core policy of trademark protection and unfair competition prevention. In essence, this requires saying farewell to the debate on merely terminological nuances; it does not matter whether effects are “substantial” or “significant,” or whether “some” effects will do. Instead, the basis of effects testing must be a policy-oriented analysis of the impact that defendant activities have on market information infrastructure. Only if the infrastructure is affected, will relevant “effects on US commerce” be found. On this basis, for the American Rice scenario, the correct outcome is then easy to find: selling rice under an allegedly infringing trademark in Saudi Arabia did not affect the market infrastructure—nor consumer decision making—in the United States. There were no relevant domestic effects for the regulatory policies at issue. Accordingly, there should have also been none for the triggering of the Bulova effects prong.

B  
Reinterpretation: Dusting Off “Nationality” and “Conflicts with Foreign Law”

The picture is no less complicated regarding the other two Bulova test factors: “nationality” and “conflicts with foreign law.” A constant corrosion has been going on behind the scenes, in which both of these factors have been increasingly invalidated. In this regard as well, however, a few modifications help correct existing aberrations.

1  
Nationality, Citizenship, and What Else—or Nothing at All?

Testing the nationality or citizenship of a defendant in an international trademark or unfair competition dispute seems a simple task. In fact, the nationality principle has always been acknowledged as a legitimate instrument of choice of law. Practically, it is a convenient test factor. The preconditions set by Steele, Vanity Fair, and subsequent case law are straightforward. In the same vein, the First Circuit’s McBee test recently established the defendant’s nationality as the primary test factor by setting different standards for US and foreign infringers. For US citizens, the court explained, jurisdiction is a matter of domestic law “that raises no serious international concerns, even when the citizen is located abroad.” By contrast, for foreign defendants, a court’s subject-matter jurisdiction would have to be based on the conduct’s effects on US commerce and, therefore, on a different constitutional power. Even though virtually all courts adhere to this seemingly easy and unbiased
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132 See supra p. 494 et seq.
133 See, e.g., Joseph Story, Commentaries on the Conflict of Laws § 21, at 22 (1834).
134 McBee v. Delica Co., Ltd., 417 F.3d 107, 118 (1st Cir. 2005).
135 Id. at 118–119.
test, the results can differ significantly. In fact, as a closer look reveals, the nationality factor has developed into an empty shell.

*Steele* already treated the nationality factor casually. The majority phrased it simply:

The issue is whether a US District Court has jurisdiction to award relief to an American corporation against acts of trade-mark infringement and unfair competition consummated in a foreign country by a citizen and resident of the United States.\(^{136}\)

In a footnote, the court stated, “Joined as parties defendant were S. Steele y Cia, S.A., a Mexican corporation to whose rights Steele had succeeded, and Steele’s wife Sofia who possessed a community interest under Texas law.”\(^{137}\) In spite of this actually quite heterogeneous “citizenship” status, the court continued to refer to Sidney Steele as the sole petitioner. Accordingly, the majority based its constitutional analysis of jurisdiction on Steele’s US citizenship.\(^{138}\) Certainly, the existence of a Mexican corporation would not (and should not) have been enough to alter the outcome. But the majority’s treatment of the issue may be understood as having set the stage for the lower courts’ ultimately broad construction.

In fact, opinions after *Steele* have gone far beyond that of the Supreme Court. As demonstrated in my bird’s-eye view on the *Steele* progeny between 1952 and 2014, the nationality prong has been a weak corrective for the effects factor’s dominance. At best, a defendant’s foreign nationality may present an obstacle to subject-matter jurisdiction when *both* nationality and conflicts with foreign law point toward nonapplication of the Lanham Act.\(^{139}\) And the nationality prong also has an enforcing impact when it bends in the other direction. Among 58 opinions where the defendant’s nationality (or allegiance) was found to point toward application of the Lanham Act, the courts applied US law 50 times (86.21%).\(^{140}\)

In addition, another aspect becomes visible upon a closer look at the microstructure of nationality testing: among the opinions that substantially discussed the defendant’s nationality, citizenship, or allegiance, the definition of “US nationality” has significantly varied and has ultimately been extended. First, after 1977, in the Ninth Circuit, the *Timberlane* comity test expressly allowed for a substitution of citizenship by a finding on “the nationality or allegiance of the parties and the locations or principal places of business of corporations,” which may include a party’s


\(^{137}\) *Id.* at 281 n. 1.

\(^{138}\) *Id.* at 285–286.

\(^{139}\) See *supra* p. 172 et seq.

\(^{140}\) Under a Chi-square test of independence, there is a statistically significant relationship between nationality and application of the Lanham Act.
This gave courts wide discretion to neglect their defendants’ foreign nationalities. In other circuits, nationality neglect may have evolved under a surface of formalities, but it was nonetheless drastic: quite often, where a judge had to find that the defendant was not a US national or entity, or that the group of defendants contained at least one foreign national or entity, many courts extended their definition of “US citizenship” to include foreign nationals with US residence and corporate responsibility for a US entity, or some other responsibility for the alleged infringements. Typically, this was expressed by finding a foreign defendant to be the “controlling force” behind a US company. In addition, many opinions relied on more unspecified findings of close corporate relationships between American and foreign defendants, the commission of allegedly infringing acts by corporate subsidiaries in the United States, or the nationality prong already being satisfied through at least one defendant’s US citizenship. Two opinions even based their finding of the defendant’s American “citizenship” on a prior agreement between the parties that submitted certain issues to US law and jurisdiction. Courts in the Second Circuit in particular have coined this extensive understanding of nationality as “constructive citizenship.” In terms of numbers, among all 140 opinions in the Steele progeny, a total of 28 (20%) regarded foreign defendant parties as US nationals for reasons of “constructive citizenship” or for a similar connex to the United States, notably based on their corporate function, their residence in the United States, or other significant contacts (e.g., choice-of-law or choice-of-court agreements). The

141 See, e.g., Wells Fargo & Co. v. Wells Fargo Exp. Co., 556 F.2d 406, 428 (9th Cir. 1977).
extraterritoriality rate among these opinions (i.e., the rate of Lanham Act application) was 26 out of 28 (92.86%, compared to 59.29% overall).\footnote{147} It seems that whenever necessary, the nationality prong has been handled with remarkable discretion—usually in favor of applying US law.

2 **Conflicts with Foreign Law: Another Shell of Formalities**

The nationality test is not the only one to have been twisted and turned. The conflicts test—that is, courts’ determination of whether a “conflict which might afford [the defendant] a pretext that . . . relief would impugn foreign law”\footnote{148} exists—also paints a complicated picture.

I will refer once again to decisions issued between 1952 and 2014. Apart from considering whether the defendant actually owned a foreign trademark or had applied for registration in a foreign jurisdiction (32 opinions, or 22.86%),\footnote{149} some courts looked at the overall legality of a defendant’s activities abroad, including by comparing the plaintiff’s claims with the defendant’s defense under foreign laws (15 opinions, or 10.71%).\footnote{150} In this regard, some courts even expressly found a conflict to exist if a foreign jurisdiction’s interest in freedom of competition afforded the defendant immunity against the extension of US law.\footnote{151} These cases account for a relatively internationalist approach, acknowledging both foreign rights and policies to warrant consideration. This also applied to another group of decisions that defined conflicts more formally, based on the stage of actual or potential litigation. Courts there asked, inter alia, whether litigation outcomes in the United States and abroad might be inconsistent (8 opinions, or 5.71%).\footnote{152}

\footnote{147} Under a Chi-square test of independence, there is a statistically significant relationship between a finding of constructive citizenship and application of the Lanham Act.


A large group of opinions, however, established a less egalitarian perspective on foreign laws. Courts within this group refused to find a conflict to exist as long as no foreign court had actually ruled that the defendant had a legal right to use a trademark (6 opinions, or 4.29%). This approach governs especially in the Fifth and Ninth Circuits. In the same vein, some courts found the burden to be on the defendant “to show that [she] has a superior right in a foreign country to prevent the imposition of an injunction.” Evidently, therefore, both substantive law doctrine and procedural law can prevent a court from placing too much emphasis on the existence of conflicts with foreign law. Like the nationality test, the conflicts test thus—even though formally tailored to give regard to international consensus and convenience of transacting—tends to neglect comity.

3 A New Paradigm
Against this backdrop, it is clear that modernization of the Bulova test factors for “nationality” and “conflicts with foreign law” requires a dual reorientation. The test for a defendant’s nationality is not only obsolete but economically misconceived; parties’ nationalities should be disregarded. And the test for conflicts with foreign law—though not as problematic as the nationality test—requires at least some restructuring.

a The Neutralization of Nationality and Citizenship
As seen earlier, the nationality factor’s application has resulted in circumvention and invalidation, suggesting that the test factor is outdated. In addition to
practical failure, aspects of conflicts theory and economic reason counsel jettisoning nationality as one of the pillars of Lanham Act subject-matter jurisdiction.

Let us start with a deontological argument: I have already alluded to Lea Brilmayer’s political rights theory requiring that conflicts determination and application of a certain national law must have a rights-based justification. As Brilmayer explains, in conflicts scenarios, a party’s nationality or citizenship is one of the relevant aspects that may justify a state’s coercion exerted through choice of this state’s law and its application.156 But this is only one factor. In addition, she also specifies more flexible connections that can justify choice and application of a state’s law. One example is individual consent, notably in the form of a party’s residence or traveling in a state’s territory; another example is the benefit that a party receives upon initiating purposeful contact with a state.157 The rise of transnational communication and transacting requires acknowledging a shift in the relative importance of the different connecting factors. In the old days, of course, nationality and citizenship constituted a rather precise presumption for a connex between the sedentary actors’ activities, these activities’ consequences, and the local regulator. Since individual mobility was low, and the effects of most activities were local, nationality was a valid basis for the application of a state’s law in most cases. But modernity no longer allows for such an automatic conclusion. First of all, in today’s world, the connection between conduct and the local law’s regulatory purpose is no longer guaranteed. Before the rise of international transactions and communication, conduct and effects were often conflated within a single place. Effects occurred in the vicinity of conduct and thus served as a handy proxy for effects.158 Today, however, this connection is no longer guaranteed. This does not necessarily mean, as is sometimes contended, that the traditional “link between law and land” has been broken.159 There is actually no change in the subject matter of what is regulated: effects have been and will be the ultimate determinant. Accordingly, particularly in the area of economic regulation, it has become more and more acknowledged that “territorial” jurisdiction may be based either on local conduct or on the local occurrence of effects.160 In the same vein, the national affiliation of individuals

157 Id. at 1303 et seq.
160 See, e.g., Restatement (Third) of Foreign Relations Law § 402 (1987), comment d (“Jurisdiction with respect to activity outside the state, but having or intended to have
and corporate entities has increasingly lost its relevance for where they act or where effects of their activities will ultimately occur. In a world of highly mobile individuals and corporate actors, where everybody can virtually cause effects everywhere, national affiliation and citizenship no longer provide for a significant connex.

Finally, a closely related economic aspect must be considered. As we saw in chapter 5, giving regard to the parties’ nationality in trademark and unfair competition conflicts law may result in an anticompetitive burden for domestic competitors in foreign markets. By the 1930s, Arthur Nussbaum’s explanation of the *lex domicilii communis* in unfair competition choice of law had been criticized for this structural deficit. The same problem exists with the nationality prong in Steele: domestic competitors in foreign markets are the primary actors subjected to US courts’ personal jurisdiction; in addition, with respect to subject-matter jurisdiction, a nationality-based *Bulova* test further extends the risk of constraining competition. After all, as my bird’s-eye view has shown, it will multiply chances that stricter rules of US trademark protection apply if the defendant is a US national or corporate entity—but not if a foreign actor is on the defendant’s bench.

### b The Deformalization and Depropertization of “Conflicts with Foreign Law”

With respect to the third test factor, the Second Circuit’s decision in *Sterling Drug* is again remarkable. While the court’s analysis of effects and its flexible tailoring of remedies were certainly innovative, its testing of “conflicts with foreign law” was anything but. Chief Judge Newman’s analysis of the foreign-compulsion doctrine in *Hartford Fire* is revealing:

In the context of *Hartford Fire*, the Court found no “conflict” warranting a declination of jurisdiction because there was no claim that conformity with the requirements of United States law required the defendants to do any act in violation of British law. . . . [W]e think [this approach to the comity issue] is not automatically transferable to the trademark context, especially where the contending parties both hold rights in the same mark under the respective laws of their countries. It is one thing for the British reinsurers in *Hartford Fire* to be barred under United States law from boycotting activity that they might be free to engage in without violating British law. But it is quite a different thing for the holder of rights in a mark under German law to be ordered by a United States court to refrain from uses of that mark protected by German law.

---
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Both parties, Sterling Drug and Bayer, owned trademarks in their respective home jurisdictions. Consequently, the court expected to be on solid ground when it distinguished *Hartford Fire* on the basis that the defendant could refer to a valid right in Germany. Yet, by this means, the existing policy conflict and its resolution were hidden behind a veil of formal rights. This is due to, inter alia, the fact that the reasoning in *Sterling Drug*, like US doctrine in general, was founded on a remainder of the act-of-state doctrine: the validity of foreign trademark rights is generally not questioned since these rights are conceived of as foreign political acts. This deceptively clear-cut situation changes, however, if the conflict involves not two private “rights” but one formal entitlement and a nonformal nation-state policy, or two divergent nonformal nation-state policies. While one jurisdiction may favor the trademark owner’s interest in protecting her right, the other jurisdiction may foster freedom of competition by granting a more liberal domain of market communication. From a court’s perspective, it is already virtually impossible to determine which of the conflicting policies involved—the domestic one or the foreign one—should prevail. How much more should it then be feasible to determine the “weight” of domestic and foreign policies on the basis of their formal implementation? In other words and more concretely, are common law use-based rights “weaker” or “less valid” than civil law registered trademarks?

To further illustrate this point, let us modify the *Sterling Drug* facts: if the parties’ dispute had not been on the use of both parties’ trademark “Bayer” but on an allegedly improper claim of advertising, the outcome would not have been different—even though in this variation of the facts, there was no conflict of “rights.” Let us assume that Sterling Drug (this time as the defendant) had expressly advertised its products as “imitations” of the European Bayer company’s drugs and that there had been significant spillover of the advertising to Europe. Then, a similar issue of potential “conflict with foreign law” would have existed. This is due to the fact that in cases of “imitation” or “replication” claims, European doctrine, under the Misleading and Comparative Advertising Directive, not only finds both trademark and unfair competition law affected but also disallows comparative advertising stating (whether explicitly or implicitly) that the product at issue is an imitation or replica of a product.

---

164 See supra p. 241 et seq.

165 For this problem, see the debate in interest-analysis conflicts scholarship supra p. 417 et seq.

bearing a well-known trademark.\footnote{See, e.g., L’Oréal and Others, C 487/07, para. 80 (18 June 2009), [2009] E.C.R. I-5185.} US doctrine, by contrast, is grounded on the conviction that if a seller has a legal right to copy a product, she must also have the right to inform the public accordingly.\footnote{See, e.g., Saxlehner v. Wagner, 216 U.S. 375, 379 et seq. (1910) (Holmes, J.); Smith v. Chanel, Inc., 402 F.2d 562 (9th Cir. 1968).} Imitation and replication claims are thus not improper per se. In an international conflict like in the modified Sterling Drug scenario, the issue—if phrased individually—would be to resolve a dispute between one party’s “right” (i.e., trademark) and the other party’s economic freedom (i.e., liberty to correctly describe her product). In essence, however, as under the unmodified facts, the dispute requires a reconciliation of divergent levels of economic freedom. The existence or nonexistence of formal entitlements does not make a difference. It therefore cannot determine the conflicts issue.

II European Trademark and Unfair Competition Choice of Law

As with US doctrine, European trademark and unfair competition choice of law can be reformulated without much turbulence by several modest but effective modifications of the existing rules. This requires acknowledging that the common core of trademark and unfair competition policies implies a unified approach at the conflicts level. In addition, a qualitative effects test helps reconceptualize the regulatory function of choice of law in the field. Finally, effects testing must be accompanied by a comity-based rule of self-restraint.

A Clarification: Characterization of Trademark and Unfair Competition Conflicts

While terminology varies, characterization is widely understood as the classification, qualification, or interpretation of laws that may apply to an international dispute. The judge, therefore, before addressing the actual choice of law must first determine the nature and character of the dispute before her. She will thereby have to find out which conflicts norm(s) to use to identify the applicable substantive law.\footnote{See, e.g., Jan Kropholler, Internationales Privatrecht—einschließlich der Grundbegriffe des Internationalen Zivilverfahrensrechts § 15 I 1 (6th edn., 2006). For the terminological confusion in the field, see Friedrich K. Juenger, Choice of Law and Multistate Justice 4–5 (1993).} The public international law system of trademark protection and unfair competition prevention does not provide a detailed guideline for characterization. There are no common normative standards that universally define

In matters of unfair competition, the conflict-of-law rule should protect competitors, consumers and the general public and ensure that the market economy functions properly. The connection to the law of the country where competitive relations or the collective interests of consumers are, or are likely to be, affected generally satisfies these objectives.

In light of member states’ diverging substantive laws, however, such a uniform approach used to be difficult to conceive.\footnote{Richard Plender & Michael Wilderspin, \textit{The European Private International Law of Obligations} para. 20–011 et seq. (4th edn., 2013).} For a long time, the supranational stage of substantive law harmonization was not much more advanced than the international level; at least with respect to a larger sector of unfair competition prevention, though, this seems to have changed more recently in the course of an increasing harmonization through European secondary legislation. As Peter Mankowski explains, a modest convergence concerning the definition of what constitutes
unfair competitive conduct can be found in European substantive law, particularly in the Unfair Commercial Practices Directive’s definition of “commercial practices” in article 2(d), which provides that “business-to-consumer commercial practices” means any act, omission, course of conduct or representation, commercial communication including advertising and marketing, by a trader, directly connected with the promotion, sale or supply of a product to consumers.

As Mankowski concludes, within this core area of substantive law convergence, a common and uniform characterization of “unfair competition” is both possible and required. One could also refer to the Directive on Misleading and Comparative Advertising as an additional part of the relevant European acquis. Yet despite the incipiencies of substantive law consolidation, these directives provide for a rudiment at best. Both instruments have a limited scope. Notably, the Unfair Commercial Practices Directive provides for “unfair business-to-consumer commercial practices” but “neither covers nor affects the national laws on unfair commercial practices which harm only competitors’ economic interests or which relate to a transaction between traders.” Not surprisingly, therefore, scholarly suggestions try to amend the arsenal of references and sources by including not only article 10bis of the 1883 Paris Convention and the TRIPS Agreement but also, for instance, soft-law standards like the 1983 Conflict-of-Laws Rules on Unfair Competition by the Institut de Droit International and the WIPO Model Provisions.


175 See also Peter Mankowski, Was soll der Anknüpfungsgegenstand des (europäischen) Internationalen Wettbewerbsrechts sein?, 2005 GRUR Int. 634, 635 et seq.


179 See art. 3(1), art. 5(1), and recital 6. See also, e.g., Martin Illmer, in Rome II Regulation, Art. 6 para. 21 (Peter Huber ed., 2011); Richard Pledger & Michael Wilderspin, The European Private International Law of Obligations para. 20–027 (4th edn., 2015).

180 See supra p. 501.
on Protection against Unfair Competition. In addition, agreement exists that the European member states’ national law concepts must be given regard to in the promulgation of an autonomous concept of “unfair competition.”

Contrast this with US conflicts law. If a scenario does not concern federal law issues, notably in cases where common law or state statutory unfair competition claims are litigated (e.g., trade secret misappropriation), courts treat unfair competition claims as genuine torts. They then apply the forum state’s choice-of-law rules, regularly referring to an interstate consensus expressed in common law rules on when and how to characterize a tortious act as unfair competition. The technique is different with respect to federal law trademark and unfair competition claims. Under the Lanham Act, international trademark infringements and violations of federal unfair competition law are a question of the federal courts’ subject-matter jurisdiction. The scope of Lanham Act subject-matter jurisdiction is determined under Steele and the circuits’ different test variants. Moreover, absent concurrent causes of action under US law, courts tend to dismiss claims based on foreign law under the doctrine of forum non conveniens. Hence, if the case at bar does not contain a sufficient connection to the United States, it will be dismissed. Foreign law is not applied. Factually, this is a unilateral conflicts rule. Even though characterization appears redundant, this analysis implicitly still determines whether the case at bar falls within the domain of “trademarks” or “unfair competition.” Hence, it contains at least a rudiment of characterization on the basis of the Lanham Act’s substantive law


183 See, e.g., BP Chemicals Ltd. v. Formosa Chemical & Fibre Corp., 229 F.3d 254, 264 et seq. (3rd Cir. 2000). See also § 145 Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws, comment f.

184 See supra p. 159 et seq.

policies. Essentially, however, the analysis of jurisdiction includes and replaces an actual choice-of-law decision.\(^\text{186}\)

But characterization need not be an issue of public international law conventions, supranational legal instruments, and national or state law alone. These approaches may be useful for producing adequate results in inter-US or intra-European conflicts. But they cannot provide for uniformity beyond the respective federal or supranational entity. What is required instead is a transnational standard. This must be founded on a broader consensus, which brings us back to the analysis of a functional core of policies in trademark and unfair competition law.\(^\text{187}\)

While a genuinely comparative characterization, as suggested by Ernst Rabel,\(^\text{188}\) may still lack a solid foundation with regard to practical feasibility, characterization based on universal structures of substantive law policy provides for a different situation. As my analysis has revealed, the core function of both trademark and unfair competition law is the protection of consumer decision making—this is the “whole Law and the Prophets on the subject.”\(^\text{189}\) Protection of market information infrastructure and unmanipulated consumer decision making are the pillars of a transnational architecture of competition fairness. This foundation guarantees universality on the basis of economic theory. And since such a functionally structured approach provides a uniform basis for characterization in the core areas of both trademark and unfair competition law, a rule of \textit{lex specialis} differentiation between the two sectors is not required.\(^\text{190}\)

Beyond this functional core of policies, of course, there is still no harmonized concept. We have seen that the area extends much wider, particularly with respect to the prevention of unfairly competitive torts at the horizontal level. Another area beyond the core sector is international antitrust conflicts.\(^\text{191}\) In these cases, whether a specific instance of competitive conduct falls into the formal category of “unfair competition” is not an issue of its immediate impact on consumer decision making. For

\(^{186}\) For the conflation of conflicts and jurisdiction testing in US doctrine, \textit{see supra} p. 521.

\(^{187}\) \textit{See supra} p. 325 \textit{et seq.}

\(^{188}\) \textit{See} Ernst Rabel, \textit{Das Problem der Qualifikation}, 5 RabelsZ 241, 257 (1931).

\(^{189}\) For Judge Learned Hand’s dictum—that actually explained customer diversion by misrepresentation as root of all evil to be prevented by unfair competition and trademark law—\textit{see} Yale Elec. Corp. v. Robertson, 26 F.2d 972, 973 (2nd Cir. 1928).

\(^{190}\) For the debate in European choice of law on the relationship between art. 6 and art. 8 Rome II and the suggestion that the latter conflicts rule should take precedence as \textit{lex specialis}, \textit{see}, e.g., Susanne Augenhofer, in \textit{Rome Regulations}, Art. 6 para. 32 \textit{et seq.} (Graulf-Peter Calliess ed., 2nd edn., 2015).

\(^{191}\) \textit{See supra} p. 315–317.
want of a uniform functional basis, characterization will then remain an issue of the forum’s (supra)national law.  

B  Foundation: Marketplace Effects Rule and the Lex Loci Protectionis

Putting consumer decision making at the center of conflicts analysis does not require a reformulation of statutory choice-of-law rules. For Rome II, the specification of the place “where competitive relations or the collective interests of consumers are, or are likely to be, affected” in article 6(1) can be reinterpreted. The regulation’s recitals explain that the collision-of-interests approach or the marketplace rule is “not an exception to the general rule in Article 4(1) but rather a clarification of it.”\(^{193}\) Formally, therefore, the country where competitive relations or the collective interests of consumers are affected is the place “in which the damage occurs irrespective of the [place] in which the event giving rise to the damage occurred and irrespective of the [places] in which the indirect consequences of that event occur” (art. 4(1)).\(^{194}\) While this clarification has overcome conduct- and damage-centrism, it needs further specification regarding the element of “competition” or “marketplace” that must be affected in order to establish “damage.” In this regard, as we have seen, reference to concepts of economic theory, notably the “marketplace” or the place of “competition,” as well as the proxy of collective consumer interests, can be problematic.\(^{195}\) Problems can be avoided, though, by looking at the model of the market mechanism in more detail. Such a perspective clarifies the issue of what kind of marketplace effects should be seen as relevant damage. It is not, as we have seen, effects on a competitor’s position or her market share; rather, it is effects on consumer decision making and transacting that determine the place where the damage occurs and where competitive relations or consumer interests are affected.


\(^{193}\) Recital 21.


\(^{195}\) See supra p. 214 et seq.
While this makes clear that no structural reinterpretation of the marketplace rule in article 6 of Rome II is required, reconstruction—at least upon first sight—appears more complicated for the lex loci protectionis rule in article 8 of Rome II. The law applicable to a trademark infringement is “the law of the country for which protection is claimed.” Prima facie, no effects rule is implemented. The lex loci protectionis, however, is a multilateral and a quasi statutist rule of conflicts determination. This means that each regime determines its own scope of application. The substantive law provides for the relevant aspects required to find an infringement of domestic rights. On this basis, no national law is obliged to implement a strictly conduct-based concept of territoriality. On the contrary, applying domestic law to effects within the state’s territory—particularly to effects on consumer decision making—will not extend national trademark rights illegitimately. In sum, therefore, under the Rome II Regulation, both for trademark and unfair competition conflicts, a qualified effects approach can be implemented by reinterpretation of the lex lata.

C Application: Marketplace Effects and the Gran Canaria Conundrum

Before we develop a concluding typology of trademark and unfair competition conflicts, let us test this concept on one of the most contested scenarios in European doctrine: the German Bundesgerichtshof’s 1990 Kauf im Ausland decision, also known as the Gran Canaria case. This case is a result of what can be characterized as a merger of once separate national markets into a single multijurisdictional marketplace. I have already explained how globalization has perforated national borders. And we have seen that in order for regulation to keep up with this development, adherence to a paradigm of conduct-based choice-of-law theory must be overcome. The place of conduct or impact no longer provides for a sound attachment. This perspective also requires a change of directions in cases of the Gran Canaria kind.

1 Recapitulation: The Gran Canaria Scenario

For many marketing activities, the place of conduct and the place of transacting still coincide. Transactions occur at the point of (or in close proximity to) the competitor’s preceding marketing conduct. The place of conduct, then, is also the place of interest collision or marketplace

---

196 See supra p. 193 et seq. and p. 493 et seq.  
197 See also supra p. 480 et seq.  
198 See infra p. 548 et seq.  
199 See supra p. 193 et seq. and p. 203 et seq.
effects. This is where the consumer has an interest in true and honest information, where competitors’ interest in fair competition arises, and where the public is interested in the free and unhindered functioning of competition and the market mechanism. Conduct in, impact on, and effects within the marketplace coincide. This is not the case, however, if the place of competitor conduct and the place of consumer transacting are different—for example, when advertising takes place in one state’s territory for a product that is available only in another’s, or when advertising takes place abroad but targets domestic consumers in order to lead to an inland transaction. These cases, though most common in an online environment, can also occur in the offline world. The Bundesgerichtshof’s decision in the Kauf im Ausland case addressed such a scenario.

The facts are well known: German tourists in Gran Canaria, Spain, were solicited through German advertising materials. The contract was in German, and delivery of the products (merino wool duvets and pillows) was to occur in Germany upon the tourists’ return. According to its terms, Spanish law was to apply to the contract. Even though the core issue may have appeared to be whether the choice of Spanish contract law was valid, the case was initiated on claims that the contract, in fact, violated German


201 Under dominant collision-of-interests theory, the indirect effects of improper market conduct will not qualify for conflicts relevance. Mere preparatory activity will not affect the analysis, either. Similarly, consumer nationality or residence and actual damages to the affected competitor will be deemed irrelevant. See, e.g., BGHZ vol. 40, 391, 395 et seq.—Stahlexport (20 December 1963); BGH 1991 GRUR 463, 465—Kauf im Ausland (15 November 1990); Rolf Sack, Die kollisions- und wettbewerbsrechtliche Beurteilung grenzüberschreitender Werbe- und Absatztätigkeit nach deutschem Recht, 1988 GRUR Int. 320, 323; Rolf Sack, Das internationale Wettbewerbs- und Immateriälgüterrecht nach der EGBGB-Novelle, 2000 WRP 269, 273 et seq.; Josef Drexl, in Münchener Kommentar zum Bürgerlichen Gesetzbuch, vol. XI, IntLautR para. 116–117 (Franz Jürgen Säcker et al. eds., 6th edn., 2015).

202 See supra p. 208.


unfair competition law. The plaintiff, a German consumer association, contended that the defendant’s Spanish sales associate had not properly informed buyers of their right to rescind the contract under German consumer protection law. The information requirement in German law was due to European secondary law\(^\text{205}\) and was considered an issue of both consumer protection and unfair competition law. Accordingly, the consumer association as plaintiff claimed that actual noninformation constituted a case of statutory breach under German unfair competition law.\(^\text{206}\) As the Bundesgerichtshof explained in its decision—which has been widely approved by courts and scholars—the place of the advertising market (\textit{Werbemarkt}) generally serves as the point of attachment if advertising conduct and effects occur in different territories.\(^\text{207}\) Critics are in the minority when they contend that the advertising market need not necessarily be the place where effects materialize, and that consumer and competitor interests may also exist in the sales market (\textit{Absatzmarkt}), constituting the relevant effects for conflicts determination.\(^\text{208}\)

2 Problem: Economic Concepts and Legal Terminology
The case and its doctrinal handling reveal a general deficit of conflicts theory and practice. As alluded to earlier, this deficit is due to, among other things, the incongruity between economic concepts and legal terminology.\(^\text{209}\) Lawyers tend to directly “translate” economic concepts

\(^{205}\) At the time of the \textit{Gran Canaria} case, Spain (unlike Germany) had not yet implemented Council Directive of 20 December 1985 to protect the consumer in respect of contracts negotiated away from business premises (85/577/EEC). Hence, under Spanish contract law, no duty to provide notice of the right to cancel a contract existed.

\(^{206}\) The rule is now implemented in § 3a German Unfair Competition Act (UWG).


\(^{209}\) See supra p. 214 et seq.
into legal terms. However, in doing so, they neglect to integrate these concepts into proper doctrinal structures. Legal arguments are often founded on the localization of a “market” without proper guidance as to how this market’s geographical scope should be determined. As we have also seen, modern statutory language has further replicated this unfortunate tendency in unfair competition conflicts. Under article 6(1) of Rome II, effects on the “competitive relations” or the “collective interests of consumers” are supposed to help determine the relevant point of attachment. But this proxy is a poor substitute. It is of particularly low utility in a transnational market setting, where consumer and competitor interests are nearly ubiquitous and highly elusive.\(^{210}\)

In order to avoid this untested and sweeping translation of economic concepts, a more detailed perspective is required. We have seen that consumer decision making is central to market functioning; and it is market information that provides the basis for the consumer’s decision making.\(^{211}\) If trademark and unfair competition law are considered to regulate the market’s information infrastructure, it is this infrastructure that must determine choice of the applicable law. This change of perspective brings a new understanding that the geographical extension of the market must be determined by the consumer’s transaction alternatives.\(^{212}\) As long as two options present themselves to the consumer as true alternatives, they are part of the same market.\(^{213}\) In this light, the Gran Canaria scenario featured only one single marketplace—albeit multijurisdictionally extended. Formerly separate markets had “merged” in the course of increasing consumer mobility.

3 Analysis: The Chronology of Consumer Decision Making

The Kauf im Ausland decision and scholarly commentary in its wake have established a dichotomous understanding of what constitutes the “marketplace.” Only two relevant stages of market transacting appear to exist—accordingly, two separate market segments must be distinguished. One stage of transacting is the competitor’s “conduct.” This is deemed to determine the place where the consumers are affected—in other words, the locale of the advertising market (Werbemarkt). The other stage of transacting is performance or delivery. This is described

\(^{210}\) See supra p. 214 et seq. \(^{211}\) See supra p. 275 et seq. \(^{212}\) See supra p. 494–497. 
\(^{213}\) See also Dieter Martiny, Die Anknüpfung an den Markt, 389, 392, in Festschrift für Ulrich Drobnig zum siebzigsten Geburtstag (Jürgen Basedow et al. eds., 1998) (“Die Breite des Marktes wird von den Ausweichmöglichkeiten der Marktgegenseite bestimmt. Solange die Austauschbarkeit angenommen werden kann, kann man noch von einem Markt sprechen.”).
as the sales or performance market (*Absatzmarkt*). But this model of market transacting is unduly curtailed. The sequence of marketing activities and transacting conduct is more complex. Different stages must be distinguished.

The *Kauf im Ausland* reasons start with a reference to the tort foundation of unfair competition law and traditional conflicts determination under the *locus delicti* rule. On the basis of the *Kindersaugflaschen* doctrine, the court explained that the place where the competitors’ interests collided would serve as the point of attachment. For advertising activity, this place would have to be located within the marketplace in which an impact on the customers’ decision was intended. Other factors, such as the customers’ nationality or place of residence, were deemed irrelevant. The court also explained that places where preparatory activities are undertaken or where damage to the victim-competitor occurs should be irrelevant. Therefore, the applicable law would be based on the place where the specific activity at issue was intended to affect the customer, regardless of where a later transaction might occur. Scholarly commentary has widely followed, looking at the impact on the consumer or on the other side of the market (*Einwirkungsprinzip*).

Leading scholars have expressly described the “place of conduct” as determinative. Even the most sophisticated analyses, looking at the

---


215 See supra p. 68 et seq. and p. 207–209.


217 Id. (“Im Streitfall geht es um die wettbewerbsrechtliche Beurteilung eines Verhaltens bei der Gewinnung von Kunden. In einem solchen Fall ist als Ort der wettbewerblichen Interessenkollision grundsätzlich der Marktort anzusehen, an dem durch dieses Verhalten im Wettbewerb mit anderen Unternehmen auf die Entschließung des Kunden eingewirkt werden soll.”).

218 Id. at 465.

219 Id. (“Wenn es um die Beurteilung von Maßnahmen bei der Gewinnung von Kunden geht, ist der Marktort, an dem diese Maßnahmen auf den Kunden einwirken sollen, auch dann der für die Bestimmung des anwendbaren Rechts maßgebliche Ort der wettbewerblichen Interessenkollision, wenn der spätere Absatz auf einem anderen Markt stattfinden soll. In einem solchen Fall ist zwar auch das Absatzinteresse anderer Wettbewerber auf diesem Markt berührt, es handelt sich aber insoweit nur um Auswirkungen des zu beurteilenden Wettbewerbsverhaltens, die nicht zur Anwendbarkeit des Rechts des Absatzmarktes führen ...”).

220 See supra p. 206 et seq.

consumer’s referee function, have limited the scope to the place where the *conduct* at issue actually affects the consumer.\(^{222}\)

This understanding risks unnecessarily limiting the perspective on *Kauf im Ausland* scenarios, and it also partly misconceives the structure of unfair competition conflicts. First, it is important to note that the Bundesgerichtshof did not require the defendant’s *conduct* to serve as the point of attachment. Rather, the place where marketing or advertising activity was *intended to affect* the customer—and not the place where the defendant would actually act—was defined as the place where interests collided and, accordingly, served as the point of attachment.\(^{223}\) Actual conduct in marketing activity is thus only the starting point. As we have seen, it precedes the first stage of consumer decision making.\(^{224}\) Therefore, the place of “impact” on consumer decision making may well differ from the place of “conduct.” Internet advertising provides an evident example of such a divergence: there is uploading on one side (“conduct”) and accessing or downloading on the other (“impact”). Another example where this correlation is apparent can be found in cases where the consumer relocates after having contact with the marketing conduct at issue—but prior to transacting. This can be found, for instance, in advertising vis-à-vis commuters crossing a state border on their way to work and back home. The consumer-commuter is “impacted” at her workplace abroad but “transacts” at home.

And one more aspect is important. The *Kauf im Ausland* court seemed unperturbed when declaring that the sales market (*Absatzmarkt*) should be deemed irrelevant as a point of attachment if it is understood only as a place where the results of improper conduct come into existence.\(^{225}\) Here as well, more precision is required. Of course, the sales market is commonly understood as the place where the contract is performed through the delivery of goods or the performance of services. In laymen’s terms, this is usually the successful final stage of the contract. But the consumer’s decision to transact and the localization of its implementation into the

---


\(^{223}\) See supra fn. 217.

\(^{224}\) See supra p. 287 et seq.

marketplace must be distinguished; neither product delivery nor performance of services constitutes the completion of the transaction in economic terms. Those acts may complete the performance scheme under the parties’ contract. Yet with respect to the market mechanism, it is generally the conclusion of the contract that determines the final act in the consumer’s decision-making process. When and where performance will later actually take place is of secondary relevance at best.


Of course, resolving cross-border unfair competition conflicts in light of the consumer decision-making model does not necessarily mean that the place of competitor conduct is irrelevant. The place of acting will provide for at least one possible point of attachment if the transaction is also concluded there. In Kauf im Ausland, therefore, under the assumption that actual or potential competition existed in Spain—in other words, that the German tourists could have also transacted with the defendant’s competitors in Gran Canaria—application of Spanish law would be part of a consistent solution. But the issue is not resolved with this conclusion.

Dominant scholarly commentary still widely agrees with the Bundesgerichtshof’s exclusive choice of the Spanish unfair competition regime. Josef Drexl, for instance, has defended the Kauf im Ausland holding under a perspective of regulatory sovereignty and with respect to the aim of upholding a level playing field of international competition.

As he posits, the Spanish state’s regulatory interest is attached to the specific conduct within its national territory; neither consumer nationality nor residence will matter. In addition, he explains, unfair competition law aims to establish a par conditio concurrentium in the marketplace. Any extraterritorial extension of other states’ laws (in this case, German law) would therefore not only affect the Spanish state’s interest in an autonomous regulation of its own markets but also distort competition. In other words, if German law had been applied, German competitors would have

---


227 For this assumption, see, e.g., Jochen Glöckner, in Gesetz gegen den unlauteren Wettbewerb (UWG), Einl C para. 143 (Henning Harte-Bavendamm & Frauke Henning-Bodewig eds., 3rd edn., 2013); for a convincing critique, see Karl-Heinz Fezer & Stefan Koos, in Staudingers Kommentar zum Bürgerlichen Gesetzbuch: Internationales Wirtschaftsrecht, Internationales Wettbewerbsprivatrecht para. 512 (15th edn., 2010).

been disadvantaged, for they would have had to comply with their stricter home regime. Spanish enterprises, by contrast, could act under the more liberal conditions of Spanish law, thereby bearing lower costs.\textsuperscript{229}

I have already analyzed the underlying economics of a discriminatory application of stricter forum laws.\textsuperscript{230} Yet there is an additional aspect that must not be overlooked. The \textit{Kauf im Ausland} case presented a truly multijurisdictional conflict. Of course, all lawmakers are interested in their local order of market communication—this necessarily requires a certain degree of regulation of local conduct. But this does not mean that any other state’s interest must be rejected \textit{ab initio}. Even if we assume that there was competition in Spain, this does not invalidate German lawmakers’ concurrent interest in regulating their own local order of market communication and transacting. Exclusive application of Spanish law cannot be argued on the grounds that the tourists were targeted in Spanish territory only and that they had no option of transacting with competitors in Germany.\textsuperscript{231} This perspective loses sight of the correlation between market extension and product properties.\textsuperscript{232} It thus necessarily overlooks the fact that actual effects on consumer decision making and on the process of market transacting also existed in Germany. Among scholarly commentary, Jochen Glöckner provides one example of this approach. As he argues, it would be far-fetched to imply that the German tourists would have waited until their return to Germany to buy the products.\textsuperscript{233} This argument may be convincing for products that have a short consumption period (e.g., restaurant or entertainment services). A Gran Canarian bar will thus generally not compete with a Spanish restaurant in Munich. The situation changes, however, if the product at issue is not to be used or consumed within a short time. Duvets and pillows, as textiles in general, have a far longer life and consumption span. Potential buyers thus might well consider deferring


\textsuperscript{230} See supra p. 480 et seq.

\textsuperscript{231} But see Jochen Glöckner, in \textit{Gesetz gegen den unlauteren Wettbewerb (UWG), UWG Einl C} para. 142–143 (Henning Harte-Bavendamm & Frauke Henning-Bodewig eds., 3rd edn., 2013).

\textsuperscript{232} See supra p. 218–219.

a purchase for more than a few days and ultimately buying the product back home. And products of the kind offered by the defendant were actually also available in Germany. Hence, the tourists did have “German alternatives” to their purchase in Gran Canaria. Technically, the tourists as peripatetic consumers had extended the scope of their activities geographically, thereby bringing the market with them—literally in their luggage.

Moreover, it is also not a valid argument that competition in the “Spanish market” could be distorted by the application of German law to the defendant’s conduct. Of course, as we have seen, extraterritoriality of stricter national policies bears a risk of anticompetitive overregulation. But this problem must not lead to an ab initio rejection of the application of laws other than the local regime. On the contrary, if qualified and sufficiently intensive effects exist within another lawmaker’s territory, application of the respective regime is principally justified. As we have also seen, effects, not conduct, are what trigger the interest in regulating market communication and transacting. Per se, the mere occurrence of conduct in one territory does not provide for a prevalence of the local regulatory interest vis-à-vis other regimes’ concerns—even though it may be territorial effects only that can be found there. In sum, it is determinative that the marketplace in Kauf im Ausland extended across both jurisdictions. Accordingly, both Spanish and German unfair competition law should have been applied concurrently.

A different question is whether the application of a certain regime—here, German law—should yield to a comity-based rule of jurisdictional self-restraint. As illustrated earlier, this is the last prong in choice-of-law analysis. In this regard, Drexel’s proposal to avoid anticompetitive distortion bears some value. Nonetheless, this argument does not require excluding the application of German law. On the contrary, the Kauf im Ausland facts called for an application of German law. Even though actual transaction numbers may have been small, the defendant found it worthwhile to conceive of a scheme of “market relocation.” In other words, it decided to selectively affect German consumers during their holidays in Spain. The aim was to circumvent stricter German laws on consumer protection. In this light, no legitimate interest on the side of Spanish

234 See supra p. 480 et seq.
235 For the obsolescence of conduct and the validity of effects testing, see supra p. 494 et seq.
236 Apparently in favor of the same result (albeit on the basis of a different concept that looks at the place of consumer demand) are Karl-Heinz Fezer & Stefan Koos, in Staudinger’s Kommentar zum Bürgerlichen Gesetzbuch: Internationales Wirtschaftsrecht, Internationales Wettbewerbsprivatrecht para. 511 (15th edn., 2010); but see id. at para. 707 et seq.
237 See supra p. 507 et seq.
lawmakers could be found to provide for “more leeway of commercial transacting” on their territory.\(^{238}\) Unlike Germany, Spain at that time was in default with its implementation of the European directive that provided for the relevant provision on consumer information and protection. Under the intent-based proxy rule of *de minimis* effects explained above,\(^{239}\) this suffices to overcome the threshold that is required in the interest of jurisdictional self-restraint.

5 Conclusion

The consumer’s decision making and the implementation of her decision by transacting constitute the cynosure of the market mechanism. The core of trademark and unfair competition policies aims at the regulation of market information infrastructure as the basis of the consumer’s decision-making process. Accordingly, the process of the consumer’s decision making must determine the place of conflicts attachment. Looking at the consumer’s alternatives to her transaction (or nontransaction) helps clarify and interpret concepts of the “marketplace” and the place of “interest collision” that are often too casually referred to in statutory provisions, case law, and commentary. At the same time, the concept of transaction alternatives also helps explain that there is no reasonable differentiation between an “advertising market” and a “sales market.” In *Gran Canaria* scenarios, the consumer has left her place of residence, but she has not transacted in a truly “foreign” market. She has extended the market’s geographical scope by her own mobility. Accordingly, more than one national regime applies.

Section 3 The Typology of Trademark and Unfair Competition Conflicts

I now have arrived at the final part of my inquiry—the presentation of a practical typology of trademark and unfair competition choice of law. Autonomy in consumer decision making and transacting is the ultimate subject matter of protection in trademark and unfair competition law. Choice of law requires an accordant conceptualization. This shifts the perspective away from traditional conduct-based and formality-founded methods, thus yielding, in many cases, results contrary to those proclaimed by conventional wisdom.


\(^{239}\) For the rule in scenarios of intentional market invasion, see supra p. 517–518.
I Consumer Decision Making: Protecting the Market Information Infrastructure

Both in trademark conflicts and in unfair competition choice of law, the analysis will require giving regard to the effects on the market mechanism. With respect to the core policy of protecting consumer decision making and transacting, a “rule of alternatives” must be used to determine the applicable law.240

A The Common Core of Trademark and Unfair Competition Policies

Advertising Communication: A General “Rule of Alternatives”

Example (similar scenario to the Court of Justice’s L’Oréal v. Bellure case241): Acme GmbH, incorporated in Germany, manufactures “smell alike” perfumes for sale on the British market. Acme GmbH’s products replicate the fragrances of numerous brand-name perfumes, including those of Blammo Perfumes SARL, a company incorporated in France that sells its “original” fragrances worldwide. Acme GmbH’s products are packaged in a way to avoid confusion with Blammo Perfumes SARL’s trademarks. Yet Acme GmbH advertises its products as “imitations” and “replicas” of the original brands.

The category of unfair competitive conduct that concerns market information and its transmission comprises, inter alia, deceptive and confusing advertising, including comparative advertising and hidden advertising. In terms of current US doctrine, section 1 of the Restatement of Unfair Competition (Third) explains these scenarios as practices relating to “deceptive marketing” and “infringement of trademarks and other indicia of identification.”242 As shown in the analysis of the Gran Canaria scenario, an alleged violator-competitor’s conduct in the advertising market (Werbemarkt) does not necessarily serve as the point of attachment.243 What matters is the place of alternatives to the consumer’s transaction or nontransaction.244 These alternatives may be

240 See supra p. 494–497.
242 Restatement of the Law—Unfair Competition (Third), § 1(a)(1) and (2) (1995). Deceptive Marketing notably covers actions brought under § 43(a) of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C.A. § 1125(a), or under the states’ statutory law against deceptive trade practices. See id. at introductory note to chapter 2.
243 For dominant opinion to the contrary, see supra p. 203 et seq. and p. 539 et seq.
244 A “nontransaction” is considered if the unfair competition conduct at issue causes the consumer to forgo a transaction with the plaintiff.
located in a territory other than the place of the violator-competitor’s conduct and the place of impact on the consumer.

Solution: In the example, the places of conduct (advertising), impact (perception of the advertising by consumers), and transacting (point of sale) are situated in the UK. The UK also seems to be the only place where alternatives to consumers’ transactions with Acme GmbH exist. Thus, British law applies.

At this point, it is important to note that this rule of alternatives under article 6(1) of Rome II will also apply to most scenarios within the specific categories of common law torts of passing off, as well as malicious falsehood and defamation in a business context.\textsuperscript{245} English scholarly commentary partly contends otherwise; yet the bulk of cases regarding passing off concern issues of actual or potential manipulation of consumer decision making (“misrepresentation”).\textsuperscript{246} Accordingly, in passing-off scenarios, the market mechanism is usually directly affected and there is no bilaterality under article 6(2) of Rome II.\textsuperscript{247}

Finally, the category of unfair advertising communication may also include communication vis-à-vis the customer after concluding a contract whenever such communication is intended to affect decision making with respect to the existing contract and the consumer’s potential alternatives. Contrary to dominant scholarly commentary, it is also a rule of alternatives—not an attachment to the place of the consumer’s residence (where she sees, reads, or otherwise perceives the communication at issue)\textsuperscript{248}—that must govern.


\textsuperscript{246} See \textit{supra} p. 361 et seq.


Example (modified scenario of *Grupo Gigante SA De CV v. Dallo & Co., Inc.*)\(^{249}\): Acme GmbH, incorporated in Germany, is a grocery chain that intends to open an online shop under the name Titan Marché. The website (which uses, among others, the address “titan-marche.fr”) will offer online grocery sales and delivery services in many German cities, including those in the German-French border region. The brand name Titan Marché is well known for grocery services in Algeria. Blammo Groceries SARL owns rights to the service mark for Algeria but not for the European Union, Germany, or France, where, so far, no registration exists. A significant number of French citizens, however, are familiar with the Algerian grocery chain.

Existing doctrine on trademark conflicts and the rule of the *lex loci protectionis* need not be changed with respect to its territorial foundation. However, it should be amended by jettisoning the conduct/formality dichotomy. Under a reconceptualized effects principle for trademark conflicts, a plaintiff (i.e., right owner) will have to specify the applicable regime under which she believes her rights are infringed on.\(^{250}\) The court will then determine the existence and foreseeability of effects and will undertake a comity-based analysis of jurisdictional self-restraint in order to establish the admissible territorial scope of the relevant regime.

**Solution:** In order for Blammo Groceries SARL to enjoin Acme GmbH from using the service mark Titan Marché, it must find a cause of action under either German or French trademark or unfair competition law. Grocery services are local; hence, alternatives to consumers’ transactions with Acme GmbH—notably the potential use of the service mark by Blammo Groceries SARL—must be found in either Germany or France. Since the mark is not registered in either of these places, it is essential for Blammo Groceries SARL to prove the existence of an unregistered service mark, or—if no such right exists—to resort to enjoining Acme GmbH by means of an unfair competition claim. Considering that the potential customer base is located in France, the case will have to be decided under French law.

If a state’s lawmakers have implemented additional policies to prevent, for instance, preparatory activities, the approach may vary. One example of such concurrent policies is article 9(2) of the European Community’s trademark regulation, which prohibits conduct at the premarket level (e.g., affixing trademarks to goods or packaging).\(^{251}\) In these scenarios,

\(^{249}\) *Grupo Gigante SA De CV v. Dallo & Co., Inc.*, 391 F.3d 1088 (9th Cir. 2004).

\(^{250}\) See supra p. 493–494.

\(^{251}\) Article 9 Council Regulation (EC) No. 207/2009 (of 26 February 2009 on the Community Trade Mark, O.J. EU (24 March 2009), L 78/1) provides: “The following, inter alia, may be prohibited under paragraph 1: (a) affixing the sign to the goods or to the packaging thereof.”
lawmakers have expressly detached infringing conduct from effects on consumer decision making. Accordingly, the place of the alleged infringer’s activity—regardless of its ultimate effects on the market mechanism—determines the applicable law.

Beyond the core of trademark rights protection, finally, there is some dispute concerning the treatment of trade names, geographical indications, and designations of origin. While the protection of trade names and work titles in Germany, for instance, has traditionally been an issue of unfair competition doctrine, modern statutory law has implemented protection into express provisions of the Trademark Act. Not surprisingly, therefore, despite wide agreement that trade-name protection will not amount to full “rights” status, conflicts resolution has been based on the lex loci protectionis. Under Rome II, this requires application of the conflicts provision for intellectual property rights in article 8. Similarly, application of article 8 of Rome II has been suggested for the infringement of geographical indications. This approach has been supported by a number of arguments, among them the assertion that geographical indications are akin to intellectual property rights. As we have seen,  

253 See sections 5, 15, and 126 et seq. Trademark Act.  
255 See more recently, e.g., OGH 2012 GRUR Int. 464, 465—alcom-international.at (9 August 2011); for scholarly commentary, see, e.g., Josef Drexl, in Münchener Kommentar zum Bürgerlichen Gesetzbuch, vol. XI, IntImmGR para. 164 (Franz Jürgen Säcker et al. eds., 6th edn., 2015); Katharina de la Durantaye, in Rome Regulations, Art. 8 para. 10 (Gralf-Peter Calliess ed., 2nd edn., 2015).  
257 See supra p. 376.
however, these arguments are based on a misguided concept of the formality of rights. The trademark-as-property (or geographical-indication-as-property) paradigm must be rejected. Accordingly, with respect to conflicts resolution, a homogeneous treatment under the modernized marketplace effects principle is indicated. Categories of “conduct” and “property” are irrelevant. Instead, effects on consumer decision making and transacting are what determine the applicable law. Only if, however, the policy at issue goes beyond the protection of navigation goodwill (e.g., for famous geographical indications) will the conflicts rule have to accommodate different requirements for the protection of surplus goodwill. I will address this exception in more detail in an instant.

B Implementation of Decision-Making Results: Transacting

1 The Core Policy

As my look at trademark and unfair competition policies has shown, the domain of unfair competition prevention goes beyond the rationale of trademark protection. In contrast to the two fields’ common core policy, the prevention of other acts of unfair competition protects the consumer’s decision-making process subsequent to the transmission of information. This notably concerns cases of unfair conduct that force the consumer into a transaction that she would not have made if she had been free to decide. The goal there, too, however, is to prevent unfree and presumptively unreasonable transacting. Among the numerous scenarios of such impact on stages following the transmission of marketplace information, undue psychological pressure may be the most common example.

Example (compare with no. 30 of annex I of the Unfair Commercial Practices Directive): Acme Books, an English bookseller, sells postcards to German


259 See infra p. 556 et seq.

260 See supra p. 325 et seq. and p. 359 et seq.

261 See, e.g., supra p. 366 et seq.

customers. These postcards are marketed as “handpainted” by the handicapped. In its advertising materials, Acme Books accentuates that if these cards are not sold successfully within the weeks to come, the painters’ livelihoods will be in jeopardy.

With regard to conflicts attachment, this case is no different from those where the transmission of market information is affected. The information transmitted here need not be incorrect; there may be no element of confusion involved. Ultimately, however, both scenarios concern improper impacts on consumer transacting. Unless the specific policy is combined with a concern for protecting the consumer as an individual—notably with respect to her individual rights—the place of alternatives will constitute the point of attachment. In the example case, therefore, German law will apply.

Finally, this rule also governs fact patterns where other policies intended to regulate commercial communication are at issue. One example (implying neither an improper transmission of information nor an undue influence on the decision-making process) is the prohibition against the bundling of commercial offers with a lottery. Such marketing methods are popular, notably in the form of sales that include an option to participate in a lottery by means of returning a part of the product packaging (e.g., the label). Not long ago, some European civil law regimes used to qualify such kind of advertising as improper manipulation of the consumer’s decision making. The underlying policies of such a prohibition may be deemed obsolete in light of the modern European consumer paradigm. Nonetheless, such a rule against bundling is intended to prevent “irrational” consumer decision making. Accordingly, choice-of-law determination will—contrary to what dominant commentary argues—be based on the place where the consumer’s alternatives to the underlying transaction exist. The place where potential or actual lottery prizes will be granted and transferred is also irrelevant for conflicts determination.


2 Policies Beyond

Under a strict separation of protection policies, the point of attachment will vary if a marketing method is deemed to constitute an additional wrong beyond the mere manipulation of consumer decision making. The subject matter of protection, then, is different: it is not the consumer-as-referee but the consumer-as-citizen.

Example: Acme Co., incorporated in England, is a marketing company that employs telephone operators and offers “advertising and marketing services” for special opportunities. For instance, one can hire Acme Co.’s personnel to call potential customers almost anywhere in Europe, including Germany.265

If a legislature prohibits cold calling or spamming for the sake of protecting consumers beyond their capacity as referees in competition, conflicts determination will differ from the alternative-transaction model. If marketing conduct is prohibited only to protect consumer privacy, traditional tort choice-of-law rules will govern. This would then be a case not of article 6 of Rome II but of the national regime’s autonomous choice of law.266 The practical problem is determining which policy ultimately prevails. Usually, a joint concern for protecting the consumer’s privacy and her role as referee in competition will drive the implementation of the relevant unfair competition norm. Two (or even more) different jurisdictions’ laws may then be eligible for choice of law: the one (or more) where the market mechanism is affected and the one where the consumer’s privacy is invaded. Choice-of-law attachment will have to function accordingly—that is, with a potential multitude of applicable regimes.

Solution: Depending on what the plaintiff asserts, a European court will either apply article 6 of the Rome II Regulation or resort to the national choice-of-law regime. If the claim is invasion of privacy in violation of article 13 of the ePrivacy Directive267 only, and there is no claim of effects on consumer decision making,

265 Another example similar to this scenario of so-called cold calling is e-mail spamming.
the national forum’s choice of law will determine the applicable tort regime. If, however, the plaintiff also asserts a manipulation of the consumer’s decision-making process through cold calling, the court will also have to consider the regime where alternative transactions can be found.

II  Theories of Misappropriation and Other Impact on Competition

Apart from their aim to ensure unmanipulated consumer decision making, trademark and unfair competition law are sometimes also founded on an alternative concept of preventing the misappropriation of a competitor’s position in the market. The thrust of such protection is quite different from the functional core of trademark and unfair competition policies. Rather than fostering information correctness and unhindered consumer decision making, misappropriation doctrine is aimed at preventing a moral wrong.\(^{268}\) I have already discussed the scholarly criticism. In the United States, antidilution, initial-interest, and postsale confusion theories, as well as the recognition of merchandising rights, have been cited as examples of such aberrations.\(^{269}\) Similarly, civil law concepts of unfair competition law preventing the misappropriation of a competitor’s goodwill (often discussed in the context of product imitation) have been characterized as improper outgrowths and overprotection. Finally, beyond both these domains of anticonfusion and antimisappropriation theories, additional policies of unfair competition prevention exist. Some are unique to European civil law. Most prominently debated are cases of antitrust and unfair competition concurrence and the so-called breach of statutory duties. As a closer look at these fact patterns reveals, conflicts resolution must be categorized in accordance with whether the substantive law policy at issue is one of protection of consumer decision making or whether it has a broader aim.

A  Modern Extensions of Trademark-Infringement Theory

Modern extensions of trademark protection and the traditional theory of point-of-sale confusion prevention have one thing in common: they are founded on a general policy aimed at preventing improper consumer instrumentalization. Unlike in cases of confusion prevention, however, the instrumentalization at issue in extended protection theories is not necessarily achieved through the transmission of incorrect information. It is a different form of usurping the consumer’s mind.\(^{270}\) Accordingly, choice of law must be conceived of differently.

---


\(^{269}\) See supra p. 126–127 and p. 341 et seq.

\(^{270}\) See supra p. 350 et seq.
Example (variation of the *Gran Canaria* case): Acme SL, incorporated in Spain, runs a supermarket chain on the Canary Islands. The symbol that it utilizes as a product designation for its own food products is similar to a well-known trademark registered and used in Germany by Best Decoration GmbH. Best Decoration GmbH, however, has registered the trademark, which it uses exclusively for jewelry; it has no registration in Spain or the European Union. Acme SARL makes intentional use of the designation in its advertising vis-à-vis German tourists on holiday in Gran Canaria.

Under the rule of the *lex loci protectionis*, the law of the protecting country decides on its own scope of protection and the extension of domestic trademark rights. While the traditional rule provided for a requirement of conduct within the country of protection, modifications are indicated on the basis of marketplace effects comparable to the rule in unfair competition choice of law. However, the subject matter of protection varies. This particularly concerns the area of non-confusion-based infringement theories in trademark law. In a number of fact patterns governed by theories beyond confusion prevention, no competition exists. Use of the trademark by a second-comer will then not immediately affect the market mechanism with regard to the original brand’s product. Cases of trademark dilution provide one example where relevant effects will generally be found not in a collision of competitive interests but in the actual or potential deterioration of market information capital (goodwill). Accordingly, the point of attachment must be the place where the senior trademark owner’s market capitalization is in danger of being diminished. In most cases, this is the place of residence of the relevant consumer group for the original brand’s product. But it will not necessarily coincide with the place of the alleged infringer’s conduct.

---

271 For a similar scenario, see OGH 2002 GRUR Int. 344—*BOSS-Zigaretten* (29 May 2001).
272 For the traditional rule and its critique, see supra p. 193 et seq.
273 The fact that the consumer’s mind still is what determines conflicts attachment in these cases somewhat verifies but ultimately invalidates Walter Wheeler Cook’s famous critique of the idea that goodwill has a “situs.” See Walter Wheeler Cook, *The Logical and Legal Bases of the Conflict of Laws* 299–300 (2nd edn., 1949) (“To sum up: the Restatement’s ‘intangible things which exist in fact apart from law’ have no more real existence than unicorns or griffins; what is involved in the examples given (goodwill of a business; trade name) is the ‘transfer’ of a group of legal relations which have no reference to a definite physical object. It follows that to state the rules of the conflict of laws for the choice of law as if we were actually dealing with the transfer of an interest in an existing ‘thing’ which has a location in space is inconsistent with clarity of thought in at least two ways: (1) it tends to obscure the actual basis for our choice of law; and (2) it tends to lead us to mistake the results of our decision for the reasons therefor. . . . [I]n the case of the so-called ‘intangible thing,’ the statement that it has a ‘situs,’ or that it ‘exists in fact in’ a certain state is at best a misleading way of stating our result, namely, that we have decided (of course for other reasons) to apply the law of the specified state.”).
Solution: In the example, conduct on Spanish territory can be found. However, the case must be seen primarily as a scenario of trademark-impairing effects to be found with regard to the right owner’s goodwill in Germany. The target group—as in the Gran Canaria case—is German consumers. Accordingly, at issue is the concern that tourist-consumers’ minds could be affected and that (in the long run) a deterioration of trademark distinctiveness with regard to the German public could take place. In principle, therefore, German trademark law is to be applied to the foreign-based dilutive conduct.\textsuperscript{275}

Similarly, theories of preventing initial-interest confusion or bait-and-switch schemes require a differentiated perspective. Two variants must be distinguished.\textsuperscript{276} If lawmakers have established a concept of preventing initial-interest confusion that provides for protection without regard to the impact on the consumer’s decision making, a theory of genuine misappropriation prevention governs. We then apply the conflicts rule described above for antidilution prevention.

Example (modification of Brookfield Communications, Inc. v. West Coast Entertainment Corp.\textsuperscript{277}): Plaintiff Brookfield Communications is an entertainment-industry information provider incorporated in the United States. It owns the US trademark registration MOVIEBUFF. Defendant West Coast GmbH is a German-based company and provides internet services, including downloads and streaming of movies and music. West Coast has included “moviebuff” and similar terms in the metatags of its movie-search websites, which are offered in both English and German.

Solution: Use of the MOVIEBUFF trademark in metatags may not create actual confusion among the visitors of West Coast’s websites, as long as these sites prominently display West Coast’s own trademarks.\textsuperscript{278} Under German law, however, unauthorized use of a competitor’s trademark in metatags may constitute an infringement without regard to actual confusion. Even such hidden use of the trademark may suffice if it is used to improperly redirect internet searches to the company’s own website.\textsuperscript{279} Yet if the plaintiff has no trademark rights in Germany, no claim exists. Under the rule of the \textit{lex loci protectionis}, however, the decision maker must also look at other jurisdictions that could be affected (at least if indicated by the plaintiff). Following the rules on initial-interest confusion in US doctrine, use of the term “moviebuff” in metatags will divert potential customers to West Coast’s website. West Coast thereby “improperly benefits from the goodwill that Brookfield developed in its

\textsuperscript{275} In addition, of course, the decisionmaker will have to analyze issues of \textit{de minimis} limitation. See supra p. 507 et seq.
\textsuperscript{276} For the substantive law policies, see supra p. 353 et seq.
\textsuperscript{277} Brookfield Communications, Inc. v. West Coast Entertainment Corp., 174 F.3d 1036 (9th Cir. 1999).
\textsuperscript{278} See id. at 1062.
\textsuperscript{279} See, e.g., BGH 2007 GRUR 65 para. 17—Impuls (18 May 2006); BGH 2010 GRUR 835 para. 25—\textit{POWER BALL} (4 February 2010).
mark.” Considering this specific goodwill-centered policy in American trademark law—and disregarding the lack of actual confusion—relevant effects may be found in the United States. Accordingly, at least with respect to the requirement of “effects on US commerce,” Lanham Act subject-matter jurisdiction exists.

On the contrary, if it is impact on the consumer’s decision-making process that is conceived of as the only element of impropriety (notably in terms of increasing search costs), a structurally different conflicts rule applies. This is usually the case when so-called reorientation or switching costs for the consumer are large. These scenarios must be treated under the general conflicts rule for the manipulation of market information.

Example: Acme GmbH, incorporated in Germany, runs food restaurants A-Burgers along the German and French highways. Along the French side of a highway, it erects a billboard that reads, “A-Burgers—next exit, 10 kilometers (across the French border)—everything 50% off.” When automobilists leave the highway and drive into the German countryside, however, they learn that the discount period is over. “The billboard,” as they are told by an employee, “has been outdated since last year—but it still boosts our sales. Isn’t that great?” Most of the misdirected customers, although frustrated by the sham, shy away from a new search for a burger place and ultimately eat at A-Burgers (and pay full prices).

In these cases, choice of law must take into account that the consumers’ decision making has been immediately affected with the initial confusion. The manipulation—that is, misinformation—may not have endured until the point of actual transaction. Yet the decision-making process has still been distorted by means of raising the costs of alternative transacting (i.e., the additional effort of searching anew). In this light, it is clear that the applicable law will have to be determined in accordance with the place(s) where alternative transactions existed.

---

280 See Brookfield Communications, Inc. v. West Coast Entertainment Corp., 174 F.3d 1036, 1062 (9th Cir. 1999).
282 Whether the scope of US law should then be limited with respect to a possible de minimis quantity of effects under a comity-based rule is a different issue. See supra p. 507 et seq.
283 For the substantive law policies, see supra p. 353 et seq.
284 See supra p. 494 et seq.
Solution: The detour forced upon the consumer can lead to a transaction that is different from what the consumer would have decided without manipulation. The consumer may have been aware of the scam at the time of transacting, but reorientation or switching costs were too large to make it reasonable to start a new search. Depending on where the misdirected consumers had alternatives, German and/or French law applies.

Finally, for the category of postsale confusion, choice of law also requires a differentiation. In all subcategories of postsale confusion, the trademark owner’s goodwill as market information capital must be protected against deterioration. The place where a trademark owner’s market information capital exists and will (or may) be damaged determines the applicable law. Again, the place of conduct and the place of relevant effects can diverge. Even though the sale of an improperly branded product may occur abroad, its trademark-impairing effects can still occur, after the point of sale, in domestic territory.

Example (Steele v. Bulova Watch Co.): The defendant manufactures and sells wristwatches in Mexico, where he also stamps the watches with the plaintiff’s trademark, Bulova. These watches are mostly purchased by American tourists and ultimately “filter” into Texas and other US states. There, the plaintiff’s contract dealers are confronted with customers’ complaints of low quality.

Solution: The defendant’s conduct—even though carried out exclusively on Mexican territory—creates the risk of deteriorating the plaintiff’s US-based goodwill. Hence, effects on trademark goodwill occur mainly in the United States. Accordingly, US trademark law applies.

B Product Imitation

As we have seen, the consumer’s referee function does not necessarily stand at the center of protection with regard to the prevention of improper product imitation. Before I address the implications of substantive law policies, however, I must clarify one aspect. The scholarly debate sometimes centers on the question whether to apply an unfair competition conflicts rule or to follow the lex loci protectionis principle. While the practical results are largely the same, a difference exists at the doctrinal level. The prevention of unfair product imitation may be related to intellectual property rights protection, particularly to the protection of trademarks and design rights. Accordingly, despite the

288 For the Bulova test and the US trademark conflicts doctrine in practice, see supra p. 159 et seq.
289 See supra p. 370 et seq.
fact that no formally state-granted rights exist, it may not be too far-fetched to suggest that the *lex loci protectionis* should apply.\(^{290}\) The contrary position follows a characterization as unfair competition and accordingly contends that the law at the place of the sales market should govern.\(^{291}\) This is the place where the original product and its imitation can be found to be in competition.\(^{292}\) An effects-based approach helps avoid both approaches’ inherent defect of conduct foundation. The analysis differs with respect to the substantive law policy at issue. Two cases must be distinguished.

Example (variation of BGH *Rillenkoffer* case\(^{293}\)): R-Bag GmbH manufactures exquisite luggage and travel accessories. Among its products is a pilot case made from aluminum. This case is well known for its outer appearance, notably the characteristic striation pattern. R-Bag GmbH sells the case in countries across Europe, through a network of exclusive dealers. It does not sell in Switzerland, though. I-Bag GmbH, a start-up incorporated in Switzerland, manufactures

---


\(^{293}\) BGH 2008 GRUR 793—*Rillenkoffer* (30 April 2008).
medium-priced luggage, which it sells in its only store, at the Zurich airport. For customers who cannot take the purchase with them, the store offers delivery abroad. When I-Bag GmbH starts to sell an almost identical replica of the original aluminum striation case, R-Bag GmbH sues in Germany.

With respect to cases of consumer deception and confusion, regardless of whether protecting consumer decision making is to be seen as the primary subject matter of protection, the plaintiff’s quasi IP right will be invaded by manipulation of the consumer’s mind. Here as well, in terms of the English passing-off doctrine, misrepresentation is the most significant element.294 Despite what is argued by dominant opinion, however, it is not the sales market of the imitation that matters.295 Instead, the place of alternatives—in other words, where the original has been or is being offered—will serve as the point of attachment. In the example case, even though the imitation is marketed in Switzerland, the court should also consider applying German or other European countries’ unfair competition laws since the sale of the imitation to travelers from abroad also affects the original’s European consumer base.

The issue appears similarly straightforward for cases of improper exploitation and impairment of a product’s reputation or goodwill.296 Scholarly commentary sweepingly characterizes cases of exploitation as an invasion of the competitor’s interests and, accordingly, calls for the law of the sales market of the imitation (Absatzmarkt) to be applied. This is deemed to be the place of confusion, reputational exploitation, and impact on the original producer’s sales.297 Even though, in practice, the

296 See, e.g., Section 4 no. 3 lit. b German Unfair Competition Act (UWG).
“sales market” may often be where choice of law has to be attached, doctrinal intricacies of what is being protected make a more precise determination necessary. Most importantly, this scenario will often not entail an element of “competition” among the parties. As illustrated by, for instance, the German Rolex case and the US Ferrari doctrine, a junior party may be trying to benefit from utilizing the senior party’s brand or other indication of source. The junior party’s products, however, will not be seen as an alternative for the consumer.

Example (variation of BGH Rolex case\textsuperscript{298}): A German supermarket chain sells wristwatches that imitate the design of a famous Swiss timepiece. The sales price of the “imitation” is only 1% of the Swiss original’s price. Since Swiss customers are increasingly frequenting the chain’s German supermarkets in the South of Germany, the original’s manufacturer is concerned about the potential spill of cheap imitations into Switzerland and the deterioration of its timepieces’ air of exclusivity and prestige.

For want of actual competition, this scenario implies a different determination of the connecting factor. The issue is not consumer confusion or deception; accordingly, there is no attachment to the place of alternative transactions. Instead, it is the \textit{situs} of the plaintiff’s goodwill that matters for choice-of-law determination. This is the place where the original product is marketed—and while this can be the place where the imitation is offered, it not need be. As \textit{Rolex} (similar to Ferrari in the United States) implies, the factor that prevails in cases where the original’s reputation and scarcity are to be protected is not transacting or transaction-related confusion; it is damage to market information capital in the sense of surplus goodwill. In the example case, therefore, Swiss law will apply.\textsuperscript{299}

\section*{C \hspace{1cm} The Antitrust Concurrence}

Example (variation of BGH 20 Minuten Köln case\textsuperscript{300}): Acme SARL, a large French publisher, offers a free weekly German-language magazine at all kiosks, petrol stations, and other sales locations in the border region with Germany. B-News GmbH, a local newspaper publisher in the city of Freiburg (near the French border), complains that the free offer by Acme SARL will eventually deteriorate its sales and ultimately push its newspaper “out of the market.”

\textsuperscript{298} BGH 1985 GRUR 876—\textit{Tchibo/Rolex} (8 November 1984).

\textsuperscript{299} Again, this does not imply that there is no restriction under a comity-based \textit{de minimis} rule. See supra p. 507 et seq.

\textsuperscript{300} BGH 2004 GRUR 602—20 Minuten Köln (20 November 2003).
For certain situations of competitive conduct, a concurrent application of unfair competition and antitrust law is debated. Examples include boycotting a competitor, selling below the cost of production, and market disruption and disturbance (Marktbehinderung and Marktstörung). All of these scenarios bear a general risk of distorting competition. While cases of boycotting may be understood to also target an individual competitor, in the other cases, no obvious individualized focus on competitive unfairness exists. In this light, application of a multilateral antitrust effects principle—as implemented in article 6(3) of Rome II—seems to suggest itself. According to scholarly commentary, under such a rule, national law should apply to effects within the national market, while foreign law should apply if a foreign market has been affected. Yet Peter Mankowski has criticized this approach. As he posits, a genuine marketplace effects rule will provide the same results. The specific policy of protecting fair competition as an institution (as implemented in antitrust law) should not disguise the fact that market disruption and distortion—when effectuated through unfair competitive conduct—would also (and in particular) affect competitors’ interests, notably through an intentional attack on their market positions. While the practical results under both approaches may not differ too much, structural differences exist. Again, looking at the core of unfair competition policies helps resolve the issue. What matters is the impact on the consumer’s decision-making process.


Solution: As the example of selling below production costs (or giving away for free) illustrates, such conduct will not lead to an unduly influenced consumer decision. After all, the consumer will execute an economically rational transaction, buying the cheapest or accepting a costless product. It is the subsequent effect on market conditions that lawmakers may intend to prevent. This, however, is a genuine antitrust concern. As such, it must also be treated under a genuine antitrust conflicts rule.

D Breach of Statutory Duties as Unfair Competition

Example (taken from BGH Rotpreis-Revolution): Acme GmbH runs a retail store in Luxembourg, near the border with Germany. It advertises a “special sales deal” in the daily newspaper of Trier, a nearby German city where many of its customers come from. This sales deal will take place on a Sunday. Unlike in Luxembourg, in Germany stores are generally prohibited from opening on Sundays and public holidays. A breach of such shopping-hours regulations is qualified as unfair competition under section 3a of the German Unfair Competition Act.

As explained in my analysis of substantive law policies, the category of statutory breach is structurally foreign to the field of trademark and unfair competition law. It does not directly concern the market information infrastructure. Nonetheless, a market-oriented conflicts approach has been suggested. In scholarly literature, for instance, it is contended that cases of breach should be characterized in accordance with the respective interests affected. Hence, the market effects rule would apply whenever the interests of consumers or the public have been affected by a breach of a statutory duty. Similarly, the market where a competitor attains a competitive advantage (by the breach) has been deemed the relevant point of attachment.

On the basis of a reconceptualized approach, a different focus is indicated. As demonstrated earlier, the prerequisite for unfair competition within this category is that a statutory norm be breached. The breach per se, however, neither implies nor requires an impact on market information and consumer decision making; take, for instance,
the bribery of a competitor’s employees. It is not effects on the market mechanism that determine whether a breach is found to be unfair; it is the breach as such that constitutes the requirement for unfairness. Consequently, the applicable regime will have to be determined by the plaintiff’s indication. She must plead that a cause of action exists under a certain law. Within this framework, the judge must first inquire whether the applicable law acknowledges a claim for breach of statutory duties at all, and—if this is the case—resolve the issue of an actual statutory breach.311 Depending on the norm that is claimed to have been breached, this may or may not require territorial conduct on behalf of the defendant.

Solution: The breach of a shopping-hours regulation may constitute the basis for an unfair competition claim under German law. A German-based competitor may thus claim unfair competitive conduct and indicate the application of German law. Yet Acme GmbH’s conduct in Luxembourg cannot breach the local regulation in Germany. Nor can the nonexistent breach trigger the application of an unfair competition cause of action under the German Unfair Competition Act.

III Competitor-Related and Bilateral Commercial Torts

If unfair competitive conduct directly targets a specific competitor, conflicts determination may be more complicated. In this case, individual rights—in addition to or instead of third-party consumer interests or the public—will be affected. This special category of unfair competition has been defined (and the European Commission has acknowledged its categorization for Rome II) as including defamation, bribery and corruption, theft and use of competitors’ trade secrets (industrial espionage), the improper approaching or enticing away of foreign staff, and the inducing of a breach of contract.312 Since conduct in these

311 This was the court’s implicit choice-of-law technique in the Kauf im Ausland decision (see supra p. 539–541). Since it denied the application of German unfair competition law, the issue of whether a statutory norm had been breached was obsolete. See also BGH 1980 GRUR 858, 860—Asbestimporte (9 May 1980); BGH 1987 GRUR 172, 174—Unternehmensberatungsgesellschaft I (9 October 1986) (“[K]ann jedoch die klagende Partei ihre Ansprüche aus der Rechtsordnung herleiten, die sie dafür am geeignetsten hält .... Insoweit hat sich die Kl., wie ihr Klagevortrag ergibt, im Streitfall für die Anwendung deutsches Rechts entschieden.”); BGH 2005 GRUR Int. 338, 339—Rotpreis-Revolution (13 May 2004); see also Peter Mankowski, in Münchener Kommentar zum Lauterkeitsrecht, vol. I, IntWettR para. 279 (Peter W. Heermann et al. eds., 2nd edn., 2014).

312 See, e.g., Karl F. Kreuzer, Wettbewerbsverstöße und Beeinträchtigung geschäftlicher Interessen (einschl. der Verletzung kartellrechtlicher Vorschriften), 232, 281–282, in Vorschläge und Gutachten zur Reform des deutschen internationalen Priesarechts der außervertraglichen Schuldverhältnisse, vorgelegt im Auftrag der Zweiten Kommission des
cases is targeted toward a specific competitor, the purpose of individual rights protection seems to suggest the application of the *lex loci delicti commissi*. Both the place of conduct and the seat of the victim-competitor have accordingly been identified as possible points of attachment.  

Recourse to tort conflicts principles is also what the Rome II Regulation has implemented in its article 6(2): “Where an act of unfair competition affects exclusively the interests of a specific competitor, Article 4 shall apply.” As we have seen, however, practical problems exist with the terminology and the concept of bilateral situations in competition in general.  

While some instances of competitive conduct may be easily categorized as either market related or primarily competitor related, certain cases require more extensive debate. To summarize: at the center of all problems is the fact that almost all conduct classified as “bilateral” can be said to concurrently also affect consumer interests and the public’s interest in unhindered competition. There is seldom such a thing as competitive conduct that has no effects on the market at all. Indeed, the notion of “competitive conduct” implies that there must be at least some contact with the market, as well as some effect—at least sooner or later. Concepts of competitor relatedness, market impact, or effects directness, therefore, are not helpful. What is required, again, is a look at the triangular structure of the market mechanism. Competition unravels between individuals on the basis of consumer decision making and transacting (or nontransacting). This is the domain of the marketplace effects rule. Bilateral torts, by contrast, do not target the consumer directly; there is no attempt to influence decision making or its implementation. A different sphere is thus being invaded—the victim-competitor’s assets. Of course, such an impact may also immediately affect the victim-competitor’s market activities—for example, by impinging on her capacity to compete (especially in cases of

---


314 See supra p. 214 et seq.
actual hindrance). The invasion, however, will not be undertaken by means of the market mechanism. Thus, the justification for a different attachment for bilateral situations is not the closer proximity to general torts or delicts, or the stronger focus on individual rights protection. What is amiss in these situations is an involvement of the market mechanism by means of a direct targeting of consumer decision making.

In this light, the examples cited in the European Commission’s explanation reveal a number of scenarios that require clarification:

Example: While on a business trip in India, Alice, an English producer of technical equipment, writes a letter to one of her customers in Germany. The letter is concerned primarily with a sales offer to the customer. However, it also contains a paragraph on Alice’s strongest competitor, the French producer Claire. Alice “discloses” to her customer that Claire is close to being declared bankrupt (which is actually not true).

Defamation, the spreading of malicious falsehoods, and calls for boycotting a market participant will usually directly affect market information transmission.\(^{315}\) It is not only the defamed competitor’s or boycotted participant’s individual interest at stake but also the public’s interest in unhindered competition by availability of unmanipulated information.\(^{316}\)


These torts, therefore, are not isolated from the consumer’s decision making. Consequently, at the conflicts level, the marketplace principle governs. Under a rule of alternatives, however, this must not correspond to the consumer’s residence or (more generally) the location of the other side of the market (Marktgegenseite).

Similarly, the enticing away of a competitor’s personnel or agents will immediately affect the market—at least with respect to the market for employees and employers. This is the only direct effect, but it suffices to preclude application of article 6(2) of Rome II.

Example (continued): On the same business trip, Alice visits a job fair at Bangalore University, where she has several job talks with local graduates. She learns that they have all signed contracts with her English competitor Best Ltd. to work in its Indian branch in Mumbai. Alice successfully offers several of these employees a “financial incentive” to breach their contract and start working for her Indian subsidiary instead.

Of course, the improper poaching of foreign employees will seldom directly affect markets at the next level of production. There may be

317 See also BGH 2014 GRUR 601, 640—Englischsprachige Pressemitteilung (12 December 2013).
320 But cf. Michael Hellner, Unfair Competition and Acts Restricting Free Competition—a Commentary on Article 6 of the Rome II Regulation, 9 Yearb. P.I.L. 49, 57 (2007) (finding effects in the state where the enticing away has occurred, as well as effects on competitive relations in a different market in which both tortfeasor and victim–competitor operate).
reverberations on the product market over time, due to the improper enticing. Yet these are indirect effects. Effects on the labor market, by contrast, are direct. Whether poaching is accompanied by deception, bribery, or other forms of undue influence does not matter. In each case, the triangular structure of competitor-employee relations parallels the competitor-consumer relationship. In the example case, therefore, Indian unfair competition law, not the law of the victim-competitor’s seat, will apply. On the same basis, enticing a competitor’s customers to breach their contracts will affect the market. It is thus the marketplace rule modified as a rule of alternatives that applies.

Example (continued): On the same business trip, Alice learns that a Chinese competitor is close to filing for patent protection with respect to a certain apparatus. Alice has tried to gain patent protection for the same mechanism for some time but has been unsuccessful. By accident, she gets to know a former employee of the Chinese competitor, who discloses the relevant technical information. Back in England, Alice immediately adjusts her production methods to the more cost-efficient innovation. She is thereby able to lower her prices.

The analysis differs with respect to theft of trade secrets. The theft as such may provide a competitive advantage to the thief since competitive superiority usually depends on innovation and know-how. Over time, this advantage will affect the market: cheaper production due to savings in research and development may ultimately increase the thief’s market
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322 See supra p. 219–220. See also WIPO, Protection against Unfair Competition—Analysis of the Present World Situation, WIPO Publ. no. 725(E), 49 (1994).
shares. However, this effect is not immediate—in particular, it does not affect consumer decision making.\textsuperscript{323} It is a tort on the premarket stage. None of the protective purposes related to market information and consumer decision making are affected. Consequently, traditional tort choice of law rules will determine the applicable regime.\textsuperscript{324}


\textsuperscript{324} The same principle applies to the issuance of so-called cease-and-desist letters (founded on an incorrect claim of intellectual property infringement or unfair competition), which is a competitive tort under civil law doctrine. Issuance of the letter will detrimentally affect the competitor-addresssee. In this case, there is no impact on consumer decision making. The situation differs, however, if the issuance is effectuated vis-à-vis other market participants, notably the competitor’s customers. See Nina Dethloff, \textit{Europäisierung des Wettbewerbsrechts—Einfluss des europäischen Rechts auf das Sach- und Kollisionsrecht des unlauteren Wettbewerbs} 75 (2001); Rolf Sack, \textit{Internationales Lauterkeitsrecht nach der Rom-II-VO}, 2008 WRP 845, 851; Rolf Sack, \textit{Art. 6 Abs. 2 Rom-II-VO und „bilaterales“ unlauteres Wettbewerbsverhalten}, 2012 GRUR Int. 601, 607; Karl-Heinz Fezer \& Stefan Koos, in \textit{Staudingers Kommentar zum Bürgerlichen Gesetzbuch: Internationales Wirtschaftsrecht, Internationales Wettbewerbsprivatrecht} para. 656 (15th edn., 2010); Rainer Hausmann \& Eva Inés Obergfell, in \textit{Lauterkeitsrecht: Kommentar zum Gesetz gegen den unlauteren Wettbewerb (UWG)}, vol. I, Einleitung I para. 328 (Karl-Heinz Fezer ed., 2nd edn., 2010); Peter Mankowski, in \textit{Münchener Kommentar zum Lauterkeitsrecht}, vol. I, IntWettbR para. 337 et seq. (Peter W. Heermann et al. eds., 2nd edn., 2014); Karsten Thorn, in \textit{Palandt: Kommentar zum Bürgerlichen Gesetzbuch mit Nebengesetzen}, Art. 6 Rom II para. 9 (75th edn., 2016); \textit{but see} Josef Drexl, in \textit{Münchener Kommentar zum Bürgerlichen Gesetzbuch, vol. XI}, IntLautR para. 162 (Franz Jürgen Säcker et al. eds., 6th edn., 2015); without differentiation for an application of art. 6(2): Wolfgang Wurmnest, in \textit{juris-Praxiskommentar zum BGB}, Art. 6 Rom II para. 25 (Markus Würdinger ed., 7th edn., 2014).